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ADVERTISEMENTS.

VICTOR STOCK FARM,
VASSALBOROUGH, ME.
The following named Stallions will make the season of 1882 at Victor Stock Farm, Vas
salborough, Kennebec County, Maine.

BEAUSIRE.
Bred by Gen. E. S. Sanford, foaled 1872, sired by Rysdyk’s Ilambletonian, dam Lady Bacli—the Seavey mare,
(dam of Gen. Sherman, Pequawket, Echo, Violet etc.) by Hiram Drew, son of Old Drew. Grandam the Sweet
ser mare, by the Eaton Horse.
BeauNire is a rich bay, 16 hands high, weighs 1100 lbs, good disposition, thoroughly sound, lias.the best of
limbs and feet, heavy mane and tail, trotting action very tine, and although never trained for speed can show
very fast. His colts are very promising, being of good size, full of spirit and having the clean elastic gait of
their sire. The oldest we have of his get, Beaumonto, foaled 1879, will, we are confident compare favorably
in form, gait and speed with any colt of his age in Maine.

Terms: $35 To Warrant.
$15 payable at time of first service, the balance, $20 to be paid when the mare proves in foal.

MELBOURNE KING.
Bred by Dr. L. Herr, Lexington, Ky., 1879, by Mambrino King, son of Mambrino Patclien, (full brother to
Lady Thorne) by Mambrino Chief, 1st dam Helen McGregor, (dam of Almont Rattler) by Rattler, son of Stockbridge Chief, 2d dam by Brignoli, (2.294) by Mambrino Chief, 3d dam by Pilot, .Jr., sire of Miss Russell dam of
Maud S. 2.10|, John Morgan 2.24, Pilot Temple 2.244, Tackey 2.26, Tattler 2.26. 4tli dam by Grey Eagle.
Melbourne King' is a rich dark chestnut in color, stands 154 hands high, weighs 1000 lbs., has a clean open
gait and can show much speed.

CHARLES GILMAN.
Bred by Chas. Gilman, Waterville, Me., foaled in 1878, sired by Victor, record 2.23, lie by Gen Knox, record
2.314, first dam Julia, (a full sister to Bay, record 2.274, at five veers old) by Gideon, by Rysdyk’s Ilambletoni
an, 2d dam by Gen. Knox, 3d dam Morgan and Messenger. This young stallion promises to do justice to his
breeding, and fully maintain the reputation of his sire, Victor. In color, black with tan colored flanks and
muzzle, like his grandsire Gen. Knox, very heavy mane and tail, stands 154 hands high, weighs fully 1000 lbs.,
when matured will without doubt measure 16 hands and weigh 1100 lbs., is unusually well developed for a colt
of his age, has the best of limbs, and sound feet, is finely gaited, and bids fair to be a fast trotter. lie will be
allowed to serve a limited number of approved mares.

Terms of these Stallions, $25 To Warrant.
$10 to be paid at time of first service, and balance when the mare proves in foal.
Mares from a distance kept at Reasonable Rates.
•

Every care and precaution possible will be used, but we will not hold ourselves responsible
fpr any accidents or escapes. Address: VICTOR STOCK FARM, Vassalborough, or DR.
F. A. ROBERTS, North Vassalborough, Me.

Stables closed to the Public, Sundays.
It affords us pleasure to be able to offer to the horse breeders of New England the services
of so fine stallions, having in their breeding the best strains of blood in America, and we
trust it will be carefully considered and appreciated.

Foster & Roberts.

Editor and Publisher.

CANTON, ME., JULY, 1882.
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ALEC.

As a colt he was petted. He had the free
dom of the lawn, and the children put their
arms about his neck and played with him as
if he had been a good-natured dog. He ate
sweets out of the hand, and was stuffed with
dainties from morning until night. The
master looked on with delight. The young
ster was well bred and he had the lines which
are indicative of speed. The horse which is
destined to win fame second only to that of a
Dexter certainly should have his youth made
golden. And by fondling him as a colt, by
indulging his appetite and liis fancies, he will
be easy to break when he is big enough to
wear harness. So reasoned the owner, who
christened the spoiled weanling Alexander, a
name suggestive of conquered worlds, but
which was quickly abbreviated to Alec. When
he was three years old the colt was hooked to
a skeleton wagon. He was a big, strong fel
low, and the master was charmed by the docil
ity of his behavior. He said, with a flush of
enthusiasm: “Look at him. Were he so dis
posed he could take the bit in his mouth and
make a wreck of the frail load behind him.
But the petting he has received has driven all
such thoughts out of his head. He is not aware of his own power, and a child will al
ways be able to lead him. Were I to raise a
thousand colts I would treat them just as this
one has been treated.”
When Alex had rounded into a four-yearold his owner commenced jogging him on the
road. Nothing seemed to startle the horse or
to ruffle his temper. He would face the steam

cars in a matter-of-course sort of way, took
kindly to the whip and did not betray the least
excitement with trotters rushing' past on both
sides. The master pretended to be pleased at
this. He had kept the animal entire, and he
explained that the bay would become the
founder of a race of horses sufficiently docile
on all occasions for family use. He would
also get trotters the reverse of rattle headed.
As Alec was by Aberdeen out of a highly
formed road mare, the explanation sounded
plausible. Still, it was admitted now and
then that a little more spirit in the horse
would be in harmony with his breeding. The
spring he was five years old Alec was turned
over to a professional! trainer, with instruc
tions not to hurry him too much. At the end
of a month the trainer invited the master to
come up and take a look at his trotter, re
marking with a curious smile that the in
junction against haste must have been intend
ed for a joke. The trial was given on Fleet
wood Park, and tile pilot of the sulky com
menced cracking his whip about the horse
before he had rounded the first turn and he
kept cracking it with very slight effect to the
end of the mile. The bay stallion seemed to
relish the lash. He took all there was to give
and apparently cried for more. After the
trial the trainer politely said; “I think it is a
waste of time for me to keep your horse. I
do not care to wear out any more whips on
him. You had better take him home and put
him in the stud.” The master drove back to
the city with a heavy heart. He sent the
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horse to his country place, expecting him to
sire Dexters, if he did not prove a Dexter
himself. In the Fall he had him on the road
once more. He expended a great deal of
thought on whip lashes. He wanted some
thing that would sting and he tried all sorts
of experiments. Alec could never be persuad
ed to carry a burst of speed more than fifty
yards. He would actually lay back to the
whip and plod along as if he were hitched to
a plow instead of a light wagon. The master
used his right arm so much that he developed
muscle equal to that of a prize fighter or a
club swinger, and still the horse did not lose
his temper or grow thin in flesh. As a last
resort the stallion was reduced to the ranks of
geldings and put in front of the rockaway.
The vehicle was a new one, and the first ride
in it had been looked forward to with no little
eagerness. We remember the evening well.
We met the master in Central Park surrounded by his wife and children, but he did not
look happy. Every fifteen seconds the whip
wentka-lish, ka-lish, and Alec crept along as
if the road was strewn with eggs and he was
afraid of breaking one. The good wife was
disgusted, the childred humiliated and the
master hot, tired and savage. The next day
a new horse was purchased for the rockaway,
and it was determined to make further ex
periments on Alec in light harness. The whip
lash was plaited with wire, a prod was sharp
ened, and two bunches of firecrackers and
three boxes of torpedoes were purchased.
But the bay horse was calm under it all.
Neither whip, prod, firecrackers nor torpedo
disturbed the even flow of his life. He could
not be induced to quicken his steps. The
master’s patience was now exhausted. Hope
was dead in his breast. It annoyed him to
have his friends ask him about the blooming
rival of Dexter. Alec was sent to the auction
mart with instructions to sell him for what he
would bring. The figure paid for him was
small, but his owner would have been content
to give him away. What was the matter
with the brute? The master does not know,
but he is of the opinion that too much petting
and too many dainties in his colthood ruined
him. He never had ambition to rise above
the gentleness, the dullness which made him
a safe plaything for children. Should the
master grow ten thousand colts he would
never fondle and stuff another as he did Alec.
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He swears this on a stack of Bibles eight feet
high.
A year went by. The master had ceased to
feel disappointed over his failure to breed a
trotter. He had purchased a mare which was
a daisy on the road, which required no re
minder in the shape of a whip and which de
clined to take other people’s dust. It was
real pleasure to ride behind her, and every
afternoon he took his airing without stopping
at Barry’s to surround twenty-five brandy
smashes in fifteen minutes. He knew his
liver could not stand the racket and so he
stopped not :.t all. He was trotting leisurely
down the road when he was collared by a bay
horse to a top wagon. His mare accepted the
challenge, but she cast a shoe after going two
hundred yards and was taken back. The
master looked and looked and could scarcely
believe his eyes. The horse which challenged
him so boldly and which vanished before he
could sufficiently collect his thoughts to ask
questions was Alec, or his ghost. Our friend
does not believe in ghosts, therefore he ac
cepts what seemed like an apparition as real
flesh and blood. He has pondered the sub
ject for days and he authorizes us to say that
he will pay ten thousand dollars for the secret
device which startled, frightened the bay
gelding into such a continued flight of speed.
When a man thirsts for knowledge as the
master does, money is no object to him.—
Turf, Field & Farm.
'■'he Clay Family.

Andy Johnson was a chestnut horse, bred
by S. W. Spink of Penn Yann, N. Y., foaled
in 1853, sired by Henry Clay, son Andrew
Jackson, by Young Bashaw, by imp. Grand
Bashaw. His dam was by the thoroughbred
horse Tormentor, while his grandam was re
presented as being a Mambrino mare, but it
is believed that her breeding has never been
established.
Andy Johnson once won a race at Dundee,
N. Y., in 2.33, 2.35, 2.36. He is sire of S. S.
Ellsworth 2.29, and several other trotters of
less note, among which were Joe Hooker
2.331, Anthony Wayne and Ashland Pet.
Henry Clay, sire of Andy Johnson, was also
sire of Cassius M. Clay, who sired Geo. M.
Patchen, the champion trotting stallion of his
day and the first entire horse to trot a full mile
in 2.234. He had to his credit thirty-four
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heats won in 2.30 or better and was sire of
Chas. Loew 2.224, Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., 2.27,
Lucy 2.184 and 62 heats in 2.30 and better, and
Mary 2.28. Geo. M. Patchen was also sire of
Godfrey’s Patchen, who in turn was sire of
the gray gelding Hopeful, whose record to
harness is 2.144, and whose wagon record of
2.164 has never yet been beaten in a public race.
Godfrey’s Patchen also sired Lady Snell 2.234,
Geo. II. 2.25, II. W. Genet 2.26, Wellsley
Boy 2.264 and has trotted over Mr. Robert
Bonner’s private track in less than 2.20, also
Rex Patchen 2.30. The bay stallion J. B.
Thomas, that gained a record of 2.184 during
the past season, is by Sterling, a grandson of
Geo. M. Patchen. The black stallion France’s
Alexander 2.19, winner of the great stallion
race at Rochester, N. Y., on the 4tli of July
last, was by Ben Patchen, he by Burlington, a
son of Geo. M. Patchen. This Burlington has
sometimes been confounded with Burlington
by Wyatt’s Abdallah,by Alexander’s Abdal
lah, an entirely different strain of trotting
blood.
Cassius M. Clay was also sire of Amos’Cas
sius M. Clay Jr., that gave us American Girl,
who dropped dead in a race before reaching
her prime, yet left a record of 2.164, and had
to her credit 150 heats won in 2.30 or better.
Telegraph, sire of the dam of Rainis 2.134,
who had won 185 heats in 2.30 and better, be
fore being bought by Mr. Robert Bonner, his
present owner, was also a son of Cassius M.
Clay. Neave’s Cassius M. Clay Jr., who has
to his credit three trotters in the 2.30 list, in
cluding Sayer’s Harry Clay, was another son
of Cassius M. Clay. Thus Harry Clay, shares
with the sons of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, the
honor of producing some of the fastest of
our modern trotters. It was he that sired the
dams of St. Julien 2.114, Hattie Woodward
2.154, Blondinc 2.194, Prospero 2.20, Elaine
2.20, and many other noted flyers. He was
also sire of the dam of Gov. Stanford’s Elec
tioneer, sire of the three fastest two-year-olds
in the world, Wildflower 2.21, Bonita 2.244,
and Fred Crocker 2.254; also sire of the won
derful one-year-old filly Ilinda Rosa, which
astonished the world by trotting a full mile
in public in 2.364.
The California filly Sweetheart, who scored
a record, when but two years old, of 2.264,
and has trotted in 2.22, inherits a double strain
of the Clay blood. Her full sister, Eva, won
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a two-year-old record of 2.26. Their sire,
Sultan, was by The Moor, he by Clay Pilot,
by Neave’s Cassius M. C^ay Jr., by Cassius
M. Clay, by Henry Clay. Her dam, Minne
haha, was by Bald Chief, her grandam being
by Strader’s Cassius M. Clay, by Cassius M.
Clay, by Henry Clay. These two sensational
trotters are not dependent upon the Hainbletonians for their trotting capacity, as they do
not inherit a single strain through him. The
dam of the brown stallion Geo. Wilkes, that
died lately, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, was
by old Henry Clay, founder of the Clay fami
ly. Geo. Wilkes is a brown stallion, barely
15 hands high, foaled in 1856, and used for
several years almost exclusively upon the turf,
where he distinguished himself by winning 56
heats in 2.30 and better, gaining a record of
2.22. Thirteen of his get are already in the
2.30 list, the fastest of which is So-So, with a
record of 2.174, trial 2.14. Red Wilkes, a son
of Geo. Wilkes, sired the noted three-year-old
Phil Thompson, who has to his credit the fast
est record for that age yet won by any trotter.
Several of the sons of Geo. Wilkes are kept
for stock purposes in different parts of Amer
ica, and no branch of the noted Hambletonian
family inherits the trotting instinct to a
greater degree, or imparts it with greater uni
formity, than the descendants of Wilkes.
The Long Island Black Hawks and Bashaws
also trace their origin to the same source, the
Clays. Long Island Black Hawk, the first
horse that ever drew a 250-pound wagon in a
public race a full mile in 2.40 was a son of
Andrew Jackson. He was also the sire of
Vernol’s Black Hawk, that sired the noted
stallion Green’s Bashaw, who has eleven 2.30
trotters to his credit. Kemble Jackson, which
the late Hiram Woodruff, (unquestionably the
greatest horseman and best judge of trotters
in his day), pronounced the best long distance
horse he ever saw, was another son of An
drew Jackson. A daughter of Andrew Jackson produced the stallion Flying Cloud, by
Hill’s Black Hawk, and this Flying Cloud was
sire of the dams of Small Hopes 2.264, by
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, and Gloster 2.17, by
Volunteer.
Another daughter of Andrew Jackson was
brought from Pennsylvania to New Hamp
shire by a Mr. Janies Smith, now living in the
State ef New York. He bred her to Hill’s
Black Hawk, and the result was the stallion

,
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recorded in Linslev’s work as Young Black $43,000. She is now in foal and the produce
Hawk, but now known as Thurston’s Black is engaged for $3,000, whether dead or alive.
Hawk. A letter from Mr. Smith, dated Sar —Ex.
atoga Springs, June 9, 1877, states that he
bought the mare in Susquehanna County. Pa.,
Thorough Blood in the Trotter.
while on a visit to his brother, then living in
1
like
a strong infusion of thorough blood
that State, and took her with him by the side
of another horse to New Hampshire. He de in the trotter, and especially ill a great per
scribes her as a “good bay with black points, former. Where a high rate of speed must be
short canon bones, remarkably good back, a maintained continuously, the more thorough
straight neck and beautiful head. Her natural blood a performer carries the more highly
road gait was seven miles an hour.” She was will any unprejudiced mind prize him. I
once driven by Mr. Smith seventy miles in have seen it advanced by a breeder and turf
ten consecutive hours, including stops; he al man, that too much running' blood in the trot
so once rode her one mile from Amherst, ter causes him to assume his running nature,
N. H., on the New Boston road, in 2.&7J and or gait, when pinched. This I do not indorse;
was obliged to pass two teams during the but, from close observation of the great races
time. A Mr. Perkins and several others held of the country for many years, I maintain the
the watches over her. She died in 1844, leav opposite to be the fact. Old Silas Rich is
ing two colts, the first a small black gelding; really the only one of very highly bred trot
the other, Thurston’s Young Black Hawk, ters that I can call to mind, who indulges in
sire of Brown Harry, now owned in Lancas running to an unwarranted extent.
I can mention a long string, however, that
ter, N. H. Brown Harry is the sire of Cora
F, 2.28, and St. Elmo 2.29J. He also sired arc boastingly claimed trotting-bred, from
famous stallions, that have won more than one
the dam of Emma B. 2.22, by Bayard.
The dam of Andrew Jackson was a black race from lunging, plunging breaks.
We read, also, of the wonderful trottingmare brought from the West, which both
paced and trotted, but nothing definite is bred horse “that will finish under the whip,
known of herbreeding. Young Bashaw, sire and never leave his feet.” Such of my read
of Andrew Jackson, was a plain gray horse, ers as have had experience in driving will
15i hands high, sired by the imported barb, smile at this claim in favor of a horse, either
Grand Bashaw, his dam being by the thor a trotter of high or low degree of breeding.
oughbred horse, Bond’s First Consul, while The horse that comes home with the whip
his grandam was by imp. Messenger, and this cracking around his flank, is a horse, usually,
is the source credited by writers as giving the that, if struck with the whip at the half-mile
trotting instinct, which became a characteris pole, would jump over the pole itself; but the
tic'trait of the descendants of Andrew Jack- route grows long, his head grows heavy, and
son. Grand Bashaw, sire of Young Bashaw, before he reaches the distance-stand, he is awas a full sized black barb, standing about fraid to break, for fear he may be unable to
11} hands high, and imported from Tripoli in recover; and the whip falls cruelly upon a
horse that cannot respond to its blows. Oc
1820.
The value of the blood of Andrew Jackson casionally, a good horse comes home under
through all its branches, especially that from punishment, but three out of every five are
Henry Clay, is recognized by enterprising low-bred, rank duffers. I have seen many
breeders, and mares which possess this strain game horses so tenacious at the trotting gait,
are in great demand for breeding purposes. and well-bred, too, that that they would take
It is reported that only a few years since, one the whip from the score. But 1 like the reso
of the most prominent breeders in the North lute, game horse, that finishes well within
ern States, who owned a few mares of this himself, and responds to the manipulation of
stock, expressed a determination to get rid the bit. Again, I read that the real game
of the whole of them at once. He did not horse of to-day is the horse we are pleased to
succeed, and still keeps one of them, from call the American trotting horse. This is
which he lias bred twelve foals, six of which easily tested. Put your saddle on your “stout
he keeps and the other six he has sold for er bred than an ordinary Thoroughbred,” and
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then turn him loose at a fast running gait,
and see how long he will last. It is a fair
test, in my judgement. The trotter that has
more stamina and greater endurance than the
game race-horse will have to be a thorough
bred trotting horse, “the tendency to dash
races,” to the contrary notwithstanding.
In the trotting-bred stallion, the more thor
ough blood he carries, so that he is a perform
er and a getter of trotters, the more I estimate
his value, and for the principal reason before
advanced by me, that Thoroughbred and speed
are synonymous. And speed a fast trotter
must have; and judicious breeding has and
will reproduce this speed, to a great degree,
in trotting form. As soon as my eye rests
upon a Thoroughbred cross in a pedigree, it
indicates to me at once speed, and every
Thoroughbred dam is a continued inheritance
so that in some form we secure speed. My
eye rests upon a tried and fashionable trotting
cross. I say I like that cross, because it re
flects the blood I admire; but I cannot say that
dam has speed. She has an inheritance of
speed (qualified speed) ; may be a performer,
or may be unable to trot in four minutes, and
yet be full brother or full sister to a trotting
wonder. Now, the higher we can breed our
trotting progenitors, the nearer we come to
securing speed with each succeeding cross.
It is, of course, fortunate for the breeders of
the country that every foal does not possess
individual excellence to a marked extent. If
so, while an Iroquois or Foxhall of the trot
ting turf would command fancy prices, our
2.30 trotters would bring but small returns.
No, I would not breed a mare of unknown
breeding to a Thoroughbred, with the view
of her producing a trotter, unless the dam had
been sufficiently tried to demonstrate her su
perior qualities as a successful producer of
trotters. There is the untried mare, with a
long red-tape, untried pedigree, and there is
the mare that has been tried and found a suc
cessful and uniform breeder, whose breeding
is unknown. I will take the tried mare every
time, and have the fullest confidence that her
tried blood springs from a fountain, in some
direction, rich in its warmth and strength.
Experimental breeders, like Gov. Stanford,
are meeting with marked success in breeding
their Thoroughbred mares to trotting-bred
stallions. They can afford to gratify their
curiosity and become pioneers in this line of
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breeding; and, if reasonably successful,
smaller breeders can adopt their system, the
same as many are now adopting and building
their exercising ring for their baby trotters.
The mare that I would breed to a Thorough
bred horse (I don’t believe in using Thor
oughbred sire, but Thoroughbred dam to
trotting sire), would be of a class known as
highly-bred trotting performers, with strong
trotting inheritance, and unusual tenacity to
adhere to trotting form of action; and the
less of mongrel breeding, the more certain in
its results.
Woodford Mambrino was sired by Mam
brino Chief, and his dam was sired by a Thor
oughbred horse. Woodford Mambrino was
bred to a mare sired by a Thoroughbred
horse, and the produce is one of the fastest
young horses in America—as yet unknown to
turf record, but he is no myth. I like his
breeding, and believe he will develop into a
remarkable sire.
While my prejudices are not decided enough
to cause me to breed too close to thorough
blood, I am always pleased to chronicle and
congratulate the success of others who have
experimented successfully. What “Mambri
no” may think or may write need not bias the
minds of the readers of The Journal, but he
is always willing to recognize facts, and, if
of interest, to spread them before your many
readers.—National Live-Stock Journal.
Religion and the Turf.

Lecture by Gen. Abe Buford.
It is with a feeling of the most profound
respect and reverence to Him who reigns on
high, and who alone has the imperial power
to approve or condemn our conduct here on
earth, that I have consented, in compliance
with a request from our worthy paster, to say
something to you this evening. It seems pre
sumptuous on my part—from the fact that
my early life has been led a little away from
God—that I should attempt to say anything
in so holy a place as this little church, and to
an audience who have spent the greater part
of their lives in the study of the subject of
religion—a subject which I will be candid
enough to acknowledge I have not given that
attention to in my early life that it ought to
command from all men.
Being almost an entire stranger within your
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gates, I have come to your little church and
id 'vently, at which I, a young dashing dragoon,
throw myself into your midst, seeking your
ir 'would laugh in derision at what I thought was
advice and support in an effort to save my
ly 1the weakness of the old man. I now rejoice
soul from being lost. You surely are notexx- iin the fact that I have lived to see the day
pecting advice and wisdom from one who has
is iwhen I am convinced that the weakness was
so recently buckled on his armor as a soldier
sr <on my part and not that of the old Christian
of the cross. Being, as I say, something of a ]pioneer.
stranger within your gates, it will perhaps be
le After my marriage, I resigned from the
more appropriate and interesting to you that
it tarmy and settled in Woodford County, Ky.,
what I shall say be upon the subject of my
iy iwith my dear wife and boy. Oh! what a
religious associations and teachings in early
y cdear wife and boy they were to me, and oh,
life, or, in other words, a little of my experii- 1how I miss them now! They were both de
ence in matters touching religion, which will
\
ll voted
members of the Episcopal Church, so I
explain my course through life up to now.
■ ■ aam very partial to that church. Although
I was born in Woodford County, Ky., on the
le imy dear wife and boy were members of the
farm now known as Woodburn. I won’t sayy cchurch for many years, on account of the fact
when (but not a very great while ago, how’- tthat I owned, reared, and trained many line
ever). My mother—oh, what a dear mother
a- 1;horses, I did not join them in this the most
she was! How devoted, and how hard shee iimportant step in life. Oh that I had, they
labored for the good of her twelve children!I nmight have been spared to me! Still, I have
She was a Presbyterian, and reared her famii- nnever thought it inconsistent with the life of
ly in the faith of that church. I was christen-i- a true Christion to own fine race horses; yet
ed in that church when a child. My fatherr tlthe world, through what I conceive to be the
was a farmer and a breeder of fine horses,>• vweakness of human nature, thinks otherwise.
He reared and ran many of them, so I natural-- 1Therefore, not wishing to bring disrepute uply inherited a fondness for the race-horse,i. oon the church in the opinion of the world, I
When a schoolboy I left Kentucky for Westt ddid not join the church until I had parted
Point, N. Y., where I was educated.
cicompany with the race-horse. And what atDuring the four years I was at West Pointt ti
traded me to the Christian Church was the
I attended the Episcopal Church and was im-- si
simplicity of its teachings and ceremonies, in
pressed by the grandeur of its ceremonies,, aall of which I was soon educated. By the
and formed quite a strong partiality for thatt el
eloquence and through the earnest and gentle
church. When 1 graduated I was assigned to> n
manner of our worthy pastor, I was enabled
duty in the First Regiment of Dragoons,, to
t< master courage sufficent to acknowledge beU. 8., Army, and for fourteen years subse-- f<
fore man and Makei*.
quent I served on the Western frontier in pro
This question, touching the relative position
tecting the pioneers of the West from the de-- o:
of the church and turf, is one in my opinion
predations of the Indians. The first time1 tl
that strikes deeper at the interest of the church
during my service in the West I ever saw the) tl
than many of our Christian friends think. It
Lord’s Supper spread was at Fort Atkinson,, is a question on which I have my own views,
Iowa, with the Rev. W. Lowry, officiating,, ai
and just here Iwould assure you that it is not
and with but two other communicants withi m
my purpose to thrust my views on any one,
him. This scene was witnessed by many of: ai
and especially on such an audience as 1 find
the warriors of the Winnebago tribe of In-• be
before me to-night. If we differ, let it be
dians, some of whom asked after the ceremony d<
done in a gentle manner and in a Christian
was over if that was all right and proper, why sp
spirit, and should there be any material differ
was it that so few of the whites joined in it? en
ences between us let he who is in error have
To which question no satisfactory reply could th
the candor to confess. From my own occu
be given to the Indians.
pa
pation in life this is a question in which I have
My first captain in the dragoon service was be
been deeply interested. I will ask you, there
Nathan Boone, who was a son of Daniel fo
fore, to be a little patient while I give utter
Boone. Captain Nathan Boone was a good, an
ances to a few casual thoughts on the subject.
Christian man. I have often seen him kneel R<
Remember that the Bible teaches us to defend,
in his tent on his buffalo robe and pray fer- pr
protect, and promote the interest of the gov-
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eminent in the development of the horse? In the horse. And may I not ask how many
answer I will say the defence of the country members of various churches in the land are
and its inhabitants against all enemies, both there who are not interested in the develop
foreign and domestic, requires the most ment and handling of the horse, through
searching improvement and development of which they secure the means that enable
the horse. The cavalry arm of the service, them to support their respective churches?
Now comes the great trouble, the manage
which is admitted by most all great military
men of the day to be the most efficient in war, ment of the race course through which the
as well as the military arm (the field branch many evils creep in and furnish the arguments
of that service), has the services of the horse against Christian people attending the races
in his most perfect form, and with all the given on Derby Day. Then the question is
ability he can be found to possess in the way simply this: Cannot these evils be corrected?
We cannot correct them by staying away and
of strength and courage.
To reach these points in the horse, he must and abandoning the whole thing to the devil
be developed and improved by handling and and his satellites—abandon the great National
breeding. How, then, are we to develop sport to the hands of bad and desperate men.
him? We must have a race track on which This is an institution in which the State of
to develop his capacity as to strength and Kentucky is interested to the amouut of many
durability, his speed and bottom; and when, millions of dollars, and the Bible tells you
through the race course, we discover the horse you must support trade upon which you live,
that possesses these qualities in the greatest and you tell me it is the duty of Christians to
perfection, we will then choose him as the abandon it in the hands of the bad men of the
horse through which we will propagate and country by building a Chinese wall around it.
improve his species. Suppose we had been I say, emphatically, no. It is, in my opinion,
without a race course since Noah left his Ark the duty of all Christians to aid in the passage
with his inferior Barb or Arabian horses, of such State laws as will correct the many
our great generals, Forrest, Stuart and Mor evils in the management, which I will not
gan, would have cut a sorry figure during the here attempt to enumerate. Some of these
late war with their men mounted on such evils are trifling, and might in some degree
be corrected by the presence of good Christian
horses as those were.
Our artillery was totally insufficient in the people. Remember, however, when you
field branch of that service. What sort of a should present yourself there your purpose
race would I have made during the war when must be honest—to correct, and not to engage
chasing Sturgis back into Memphis mounted in, the vices spoken of. Christ came on earth
on one of Noah’s mustang ponies? Or what to save sinners. How could he save them
would have become of me when Wilson was without being placed in contact with them ?
chasing me across the bridge near Columbus, By this contact the turf might be made more
Ga., on which the Yankee picket seized the respectable, so that all would be able to enjoy
bridle of my horse and struck me over the the out-door sports of this beautiful Eden,
head with his sabre, mounted on one of Noah’s placed here by our Great Master, especially
horses? I would have been a lost child. But for our pleasure and gratification.
Let me read from Zachariali, chapter ix.,
being mounted on an improved thoroughbred,
after discharging my pistol at his head, I verse 17: “For how great is his goodness, and
how great is his beauty. Corn shall make the
made a rapid and successful retreat.
The most essential fact of all, the Treasury young men cheerful, and new wine the maids.”
of the State would be deprived of many It is evident from this verse that our Heaven
millions of dollars in consequence of the de ly Father expected us to be more cheerful,
preciated value of the horse. Then again, on some days than others. Then after spend
are not the members of all churches delighted ing a long dreary winter in a crowded city—
when they can get a seat behind a pair of when the beautiful month of May rolls around,
thoroughbred horses and drive them out over and all nature decked with flowers, and the
the splendid roads and beautiful parks of the: air is balmy, sweet, and the many beautiful
country.
We then are, both Church and birds are singing their love songs—may we
State, deeply interested in the development of• not make Derby Day an occasion when the
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gates, I have come to your little church and
veni
id vently,
at which I, a young clashing dragoon,
throw myself into your midst, seeking your
ur won
would laugh in derision at what I thought was
advice and support in an effort to save my
ly the
the weakness of the old man. I now rejoice
soul from being lost. You surely are not exx- in
in tl
the fact that I have lived to see the day
pecting advice and wisdom from one who has
as whe
when I am convinced that the weakness was
so recently buckled on his armor as a soldier
er on
on nmy part and not that of the old Christian
of the cross. Being, as I say, something of a pion
pioneer.
stranger within your gates, it will perhaps be
A
>e
After my marriage, I resigned from the
more appropriate and interesting to you that
at arm
army and settled in Woodford County, Ky.,
what I shall say be upon the subject of my
ly with
with my dear wife and boy. Oh I what a
religious associations and teachings in early
ly dear
dear wife and boy they were to me, and oh,
life, or, in other words, a little of my experii- how
how I miss them now! They were both de
ence in matters touching religion, which will
ll vote,
voted members of the Episcopal Church, so I
explain my course through life up to now.
S'-, am
am ivery partial to that church. Although
I was born in Woodford County, Ky., on the
mv
le my cdear wife and boy were members of the
farm now known as Woodburn. I won’t sayy cliur
church for many years, on account of the fact
when (but not a very great while ago, how-- that
that I owned, reared, and trained many line
ever). My mother—oh, what a dear mother
r horst
horses, I did not join them in this the most
she was! How devoted, and how hard shee impo
important step in life. Oil that I had, they
labored for the good of her twelve children!I migh
might have been spared to me! Still, I have
She was a Presbyterian, and reared her fami-i- nevei
never thought it inconsistent with the lift of
ly in the faith of that church. I was christen-i- aa tru
tiue Christion to own line race horses; yet
ed in that church when a child. My fatherr the
the v
world, through what I conceive to be the
was a farmer and a breeder of tine horses, weak
weakness of human nature, thinks otherwise.
He reared and ran many of them, so I natural-- Then
Therefore, not wishing to bring disrepute uply inherited a fondness for the race-horse,. on
on th
the church in the opinion of the world, I
When a schoolboy I left Kentucky for Westt did
did nnot join the church until I had parted
Point, N. Y., where I was educated.
comp
company with the race-horse. And what atDuring the four years I was at West Pointt trade
traded me to the Christian Church was the
I attended the Episcopal Church and was im-- simp]
simplicity of its teachings and ceremonies, in
pressed by the grandeur of its ceremonies,, all
all of
of which I was soon educated. By the
and formed quite a strong partiality for thatt eloqu
eloquence and through the earnest and gentle
church. When I graduated I was assigned to> maun
manner of our worthy pastor, I was enabled
duty in the First Regiment of Dragoons,, to
to ma
master courage sufficent to acknowledge beLT. S., Army, and for fourteen years subse-■ fore
fore iman and Make?.
quent I served on the Western frontier iu pro- Thi
This question, touching the relative position
tecting the pioneers of the West from the de-■ of
tffi church and turf, is oue in my opinion
of the
predations of the Indians. The first time that,
that sistrikes deeper at the interest of the church
during my service in the West I ever saw the than
than many
i
of our Christian friends think. It
Lord’s Supper spread was at Fort Atkinson, is
a
qi
is a question on which I have my own views,
Iowa, with the Rev. W. Lowry, officiating, andju
and just here Iwould assure you that it is not
and with but two other communicants with my
my pn
purpose to thrust my views on any one,
him. This scene was witnessed by many of and
and es
especially on such an audience as 1 find
the warriors of the Winnebago tribe of In- before
before me to-night. If we differ, let it be
dians, some of whom asked after the ceremony done
done iin a gentle manner and in a Christian
was over if that was all right and proper, why spirit,
spirit, and should there beany material differ
was it that so few of the whites joined in it? ences
ences 1between us let he who is iu error have
To which question no satisfactory reply could the
the cai
candor to confess. From my own occu
be given to the Indians.
pation
pation iu life this is a question iu which I have
My first captain in the dragoon service was been
been ddeeply interested. I will ask you, there
Nathan Boone, who was a son of Daniel fore,
fore, tto be a little patient while I give utter
Boone. Captain Nathan Boone was a good, auces
ances tto a few casual thoughts on the subject.
Christian man. I have often seen him kneel Remen
Remember that the Bible teaches us to defend,
in his tent on his buffalo robe and pray' fer-1I protect
protect, and promote the interest of the gov-
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erument in the development of the horse? In the
th horse. And may I not ask how many
members of various churches in the land are
answer I will say the defence of the country m
who are not interested in the develop
and its inhabitants against all enemies, both there
th
ment
and handling of the horse, through
foreign and domestic, requires the most m
they secure the means that enable
searching improvement and development of which
w
them
to
support their respective churches?
the horse. The cavalry arm of the service, th
Now comes the great trouble, the manage
which is admitted by most all great military
of the race course through which the
men of the day to be the most efficient in war, ment
m
many
evils creep in and furnish the arguments
as well as the military arm (the field branch m
Christian people attending the races
of that service), has the services of the horse against
a<
given
on
Derby Day. Then the question is
in his most perfect form, and with all the gi
simply this: Cannot these evils be corrected ?
ability he can be found to possess in the way si
We cannot correct them by staying away and
of strength and courage.
;
and abandoning the whole thing to the devil
To reach these points in the horse, he must ai
and his satellites—abandon the great National
be developed and improved by handling and1 a:
>
to the hands of bad and desperate men.
breeding. How, then, are we to develop sport
s]
is an institution in which the State of
him? We must have a race track on which1 This
I
is interested to the amouut of many
to develop his capacity as to strength andI Kentucky
h
durability, his speed and bottom; and when,, nmillions of dollars, and the Bible tells you
through the race course, we discover the horse> you
y must support trade upon which you live,
t
that possesses these qualities in the greatest and
a you tell me it is the duty of Christians to
perfection, we will then choose him as thej aabandon it in the hands of the bad men of the
by building a Chinese wall around it.
horse through which we will propagate and1 country
c
1
I
say,
emphatically,
no. It is, in my opinion,
improve his species. Suppose we had been I
without a race course since Noah left his Arki the
t duty of all Christians to aid in the passage
with his inferior Barb or Arabian horses, of
c such State laws as will correct the many
our great generals, Forrest, Stuart and Mor-•- eevils in the management, which I will not
attempt to enumerate. Some of these
gan, would have cut a sorry figure during thee here
1
h
evils
are trifling, and might in some degree
late war with their men mounted on such f
be
horses as those were.
' corrected by the presence of good Christian
Remember, however, when you
Our artillery was totally insufficient in thee people.
]
field branch of that service. What sort of aa fshould present yourself there your purpose
be honest—to correct, and not to engage
race would I have made during the war whenn must
1
d iin, the vices spoken of. Christ came 011 earth
chasing Sturgis back into Memphis mounted
it to
on one of Noah’s mustang ponies? Or what
1 save sinners. How could he save them
is
would have become of me when Wilson was without being placed in contact with them?
s, By this contact the turf might be made more
chasing me across the bridge near Columbus,
ic respectable, so that all would be able to enjoy
Ga., on which the Yankee picket seized the
le the out-door sports of this beautiful Eden,
bridle of my horse and struck me over the
head with his sabre, mounted on one of Noah’’ss placed here by our Great Master, especially
it for our pleasure and gratification.
horses? I would have been a lost child. But
1,
Let me read from Zacliariah, chapter ix.,
being mounted on an improved thoroughbred,
I
verse
17: “For how great is his goodness, and
after discharging my pistol at his head, I
how
great
is his beauty. Corn shall make the
’made a rapid and successful retreat.
•y youngmen cheerful, and new wine the maids,
The most essential fact of all, the Treasury
ly It is evident from this verse that our Heavenof the State would be deprived of many
millions of dollars in consequence of the dee- ly Father expected us to be more cheerful,
n, on some days than others. Then after spendpreciated value of the horse. Then again,
sd ing a long dreary winter in a crowded city—
are not the members of all churches delighted
of when the beautiful month of May rolls around,
when they can get a seat behind a pair of
er and all nature decked with flowers, and the
thoroughbred horses and drive them out over
he air is balmy, sweet, and the many beautiful
the splendid roads and beautiful parks of the
nd birds are singing their love songs—may we
country.
We then are, both Church and
of I1 not make Derby Day an occasion when the
State, deeply interested in the development of
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juices of the corn and new wines shall makes like he who “eateth and drinketh unworthily,”
the young men and maids- more cheerful andI brings damnation upon himself. Do not inhappy. Christ at the wedding converted the: terpret a single sentence I have uttered to
water into wine, and all were cheerful and night to mean that I would encourage your
happy under its influence. Are we to give attendance at the races. So long as the rules
up the pleasure of witnessing the Derby run governing your church forbid it, I am only
when contested by twenty of the most beauti advocating, with all due respect to the author
ful thoroughbreds, with riders all decked in ities of this dear little church, a slight modifi
various colors, and spending a few hours on cation of its rules on this question. At the
beautiful Jockey Club grounds, simply on same time I will be candid enough to say that
account of the fact of the existence of a few in my opinion some churches, by their rigid
evils in the management of the course?
rules of government, on this and other similar
In England the Bishop of Canterbury al questions, drive many people away from their
ways attends and witnesses the running of doors. As an instance, I will give you the
the English Derby with his entire suite. This ,case of my friend John M. Clay, of Lexing
he does, doubtless, with an honesty of pur- iton, Ky., who had been a turfman all his life.
pose to enjoy in a Christian spirit the Nation- ISome five or six years since he concluded the
al sport of the country, and by his presence 1time had arrived when it was his duty to be
to check in a measure some of the attending <come a member of the church; so lie ap
evils. Can’t we follow his example with an proached
j
the pastor of the church of his choice
honesty of purpose, or shall we acknowledge ;and made known to him his determination.
our weakness by admitting the danger of our 'The reply he got from the pastor was that he
falling by the wayside ?
jmust give up race horses, he would then talk
One of the great weaknesses of the Arneri- tto him on the subject. Mr. Clay then asked
can people is to imitate the English, who were 1him if his neighbor, who handled a large
the first to introduce the “English bob” on sstable of trotting horses, had not recently be
the tails of their race horses. We followed, ccame a member of his church. His answer
and bobbing is becoming so fashionable now vwas, “yes; but his horses are trotting horses;
that the ladies of America are bobbing the jyours, Mr. Clay, are race horses; we have no
hair on their heads in imitation of this Eng- oobjection to trotting horses in our church.”
lish race-horse fashion; so if the ladies can ““Then,” says Mr. Clay, “I understand you
afford to follow this fashion of bobbing the tito be of the opinion that your members can
horses’ tails, we certainly can afford to follow titrot but they cannot run into heaven.” So
the example of the Bishop in attending the jvMr. Clay retired and joined the Catholic
races.
.
q
Church.
Christ, when he came on earth, did not
Do not conclude from anything I have said
fight and quarrel with the sinners, but he won t(to-night that it is my purpose to attend the
them by His kindness and gentle reassuring. aapproaching
j
races, and so long as I am a
So we must do, as it is only through Christian- nmember of this church I shall do all in my
ity that we can reach the end so much to be p,
power to respect and obey its rules of govern
desired in this matter.
m
ment. Brothers and sisters, allow me to thank
Again, the Bible says “that he that eateth V(
you for your very kind and patient attention,
and drinketh unworthily eateth and drinketh ai
ind ask that our Heavenly Father shall con
damnation to himself.” So if any of us at ti;
tinue your health and prosperity and make
the Lord’s table should eat and drink tin- v(
you cheerful and happy.— Wallace’s Monthworthily, are the remainder of us to be driven /lf
from the holy supper table and church in
consequence thereof? I say certainly not.
Miss Russell and Iler Produce.
There have been , as we all know, many bad
men in many of our churches. Are we to
Miss Russell will always rank among the
abandon the churches on account of the con- gr
great trotting brood mares of America. She
duct of those men ? On the turf are we to is a gray, was foaled in 1865, and was got by
abandon it on account of the presence of bad Pi
Pilot, Jr., out of Sally Russell, thoroughbred
men ? He who on the turf is guilty of fraud, da
daughter of Boston. Pilot, Jr., has seven
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the gray colt Nutbourne, owned by
performers in the 2.30 list, and he was sired Belmont
I
Bonner. ThiS fellow has been given
by old Pacing Pilot (a Canadian), out of Mr.
I
to mature, and now there is every promise
Nancy Pope, by thoroughbred Havoc. Miss time
t
Russell is strongly built, and she has the of
c his being fast. He has been timed a mile,
very little work, on the, three-quarter
finish which belonged to her racing ancestors. with
\
at the farm, in 2.264, the last quarter in
As a four-year-old she was put to Belmont track
t
(son of Alexander’s Abdallah), and in 1870 354
S seconds. Heats entire and has been in the
she dropped a chestnut colt, which was estud. The produce of 1878 was the chestnut
Mambrino Russell, by Woodford Mam
christened Nutwood, and taken to California, colt
c
where he gained a record of 2.18i. This Ibrino. He was sold to Mr. David Bonner,
sold him to Mr. Paul Dana, who sold him
horse is now at the head of the Glenview who
i
Stud, near Louisville. The produce of 1871 to
t Colonel R. G. Stoner, of Paris, Ky. He
was the bay filly, by Belmont, sold to Mr. is
i a fine, large young horse, but was not
He covered a few mares on Long
Penistan, and by him named Lady Norwood. trained.
1
This mare was very promising, but through Island, and at present is doing stud duty in
neglect got crippled in the feet and was un Kentucky. In 1879 came the chestnut filly
by Belmont, and she is reserved for
able to go on the turf. Mr. Penistan sold her Nutula,
:
to Mr. Bonner, and she died on the farm at ;a brood mare at Woodburn. In 1880 the gray
Tarrytown about one year ago. Cora Bel filly Russella, by Harold, was dropped. She
mont, a gray, by Belmont, was dropped in is the full sister of Maud S. and as a weanling
1872. After Nutwood had made his record was sold to Robert Steel, of Philadelphia,
Mr. David Bonner hunted Cora up in Indiana, who last week sold her for a very large price
and purchased and brought her to New York. to Mr. Bonner. The bay colt Lord Russell,
She developed rapidly and it was thought that by Harold, was foaled in 1881. Mr. Alexshe would beat her brother’s record, but she: ander has declined to price him, although
was frightened by a train over the elevatedI $12,000 was offered for him last Spring. He
road, and slipped and strained herself so bad■ is reserved for a stallion at Woodburn. The
ly that she was sold to Mr. Simpson for ai foal now by the side of Miss Russell is a
brood mare. She was bred but did not gett brown filly by Harold, and it'was dropped
in foal, and now is being driven on the road.. May 24. It is worth its weight in gold. The
She has never entirely recovered from the in- The gray daughter of Pilot, Jr., and Sally
jury to the loin. In 1874 came the chestnut; Russell is seventeen years old, and she has
filly Maud S., by Harold. She was sold fromI been fruitful eleven times. It does not stand
Woodburn as a yearling, and as a three-year-- to reason that she will be productive much
old was valued at a little more than $300.. longer, although she is the picture of vigor
Oct. 28, 1878, she trotted an exhibition mile,, and health. Some of her foals have met with
at Lexington, Ky., in 2.17J, and this time hass misfortune, and others have not been develnot yet been equaled by a four-vear-old. Im- oped. We doubt if a mare ever lived whose
mediately after the exhibition she was sold to3 nine living sons and daughters would sell in
Mr. W. II. Vanderbilt for $21,000, and thenII the open market for anything like the sum
the career began which has given her world- that would readily be paid for the produce of
wide fame. On the 24th of July, 1880, shee Miss Russell. We figure it thus:
trotted against Trinket at Chicago and madee ..............................................................................................................
a record of 2.134, and on the 12th of August,:, Cora Belmont...................................... ^,000
the same year, reduced the record to 2.111,, Maud .................................................... 75,000
dividing honors with St. Julien. Sept. 18,’ Mambrino Russell............................... 12,000
1880, at Chicago, she cut the record down to
2.101, and went into Winter quarters the ac
knowledged queen of the trotting turf. Au1- Lord Russell........................................ 20,000
•r Suckling sister ofMaud S................... 8>000
gust 11, 1881, at Rochester, she made her
present and the best on record, 2.101, and is
Making a total of........................ $165,000
now being used on the road by Mr. Vandern
It
will
be observed that our estimate is not
bilt. Miss Russell lost her foal by Harold in
>f
fanciful.
Some of the animals named are
1875, but in 1877 she threw to the cover of
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valued by their owners way above the figure
fixed by us. Miss Russell wears a queenly
crown. She has thrown trotters to three dif
ferent stallions, which is the highest test of
individual merit. And she was got by a horse
whose dam "was nearly thoroughbred, and
she is out of a mare strictly running bred.—
Turf, Field & Farm.

JULY

After Mr. Bonner purchased Edward Ever
ett, the stallion was virtually withdrawn from
public service, and while he was in the hands
of Major Lilburn his patronage was limited.
Taking everything into consideration, his
success in the stud has been remarkable. And
will the advocates of the “not another drop
of thoroughbred in the trotter” theory please
take notice that his dam was a running-bred
The Descendants of Edward Everett. mare.— Turf, Field & Farm.
Edward Everett was one of the stallions
which had to fight his way up against preju
Tlie Almonts.
dice and hostile criticism. His front legs were
We are not the champion of any horse or
bad, but his form was good. He had a will
family of horses. It is the mission of the
of his own, which Major Lilburn did not use
Sportsman to contribute as much as possible
the proper means to control, but after he
toward advancing the interests of horsemen
passed into the stable of Mr. Bonner he bowed
and the improvement of horse stock. We try
to the dominion of man. The charge atone to help those that need help, and generally
time was brought against him that his colts
“sympathize with the under dog in a fight,”
were deficient in stamina, but those which
and consider it wicked to exult over a fallen
failed to repeat were out of course mares,
foe. But when the performances and merits
and had an excess of action, which is always
of the army of flying Almonts is the subject
difficult to carry. Edward Everett was foaled
matter of discussion, we cannot forget the
in 1855, and he was got by Rysdyk’s Hambleabuse that a few years ago was so liberally
tonian, out of Fanny, by imp. Margrave. He
heaped upon Gen. Withers’ horse, and the
has been dead for some years, and at the be
many sneers at his get as arrant cowards and
ginning of the present trotting season his rec
quitters. And now that these charges are so
ord through his progeny stood as follows:
effectually shelved, and the guns of the de
Judge Fullerton, ch g, 2.18, dam unknown.
tractors so completely spiked, we only desire
Sheriden, hr g, 2.203, dam by Eureka.
to occasionally hold up the mirror of records
Mountain Boy, b g, 2.203, dam by Roebuck.
Hambrino, b h, 2.21 j, dam by Mambrino Chief.
made and rapidly making, before the eyes of
Tanner Boy, gr g, 2.223, dam unknown.
the accusers, not in a spirit of exultation, but
Major Lord, dn g, 2.233, dam unknown.
to keep the truth fresh in their minds as a
Everett Ray, b g, 2.25, dam unknown.
Big Fellow, hr g, 2.26, dam unknown.
safeguard against falling into similar errors
Clark S., gr g, 2.273, dam the dam of Lottery.
of judgment in the future.
Young Fullerton, who has been trotting in
Sixteen names of this faint hearted family
the Ehiladelphia and Eastern circuits and who now grace the 2.30 list, with two of them be
has a record of 2.29^, is by Edward Everett, ilow 2.20, and several others crowding the
and Mr. Bonner has at his farm a bay stallion :figures down toward the teens. As early as
Eldridge, five years old, by Edward Everett, ithe beginning of the last month they began
out of Jessie Kirk, by Clark Chief, which a 1knocking at the door of the charmed circle,
few days ago trotted a mile in 2.24£. The :and at Maysville, Ky., with very little cere
once reviled son of Hambletonian and Fanny imony, Lilian walked in with a record of 2.26
also shows well through the produce of iin a fourth heat. At Columbus, on the 25tli
dams.
.
<of May, Aldine, who was especially de
Sir Waiter, ch h, by Aberdeen, 2.253, dam by Edward nounced
1
as a quitter until she made a record
Everett.
(of 2.261 as a five year old in a seventh heat,
Commodore, b li, by Young Post Boy, 2.23, dam by 1
won another seven heat race against extra
Edward Everett.
Birdie C., b m, by Garibaldi, 2.283, dam by Edward tgood ones. In the same month Early Rose
Everett.
iwon a six heat race at Boston and reduced her
Sweetness, b m, by Volunteer, 2.30, dam by Edward j
record from 2.25j to 2.231, but not content
Everett.
Highland Stranger, b li, by Mambrino Patchen, with this, she went to Beacon Park, and on
2.253, dam by Edward Everett.
tthe 14th of June dropped the three first heats
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to Naiad Queen and Prospect Maid in 2.23J,
2.221, 2.231, and then won the three next and
race in 2.211, 2.21}, 2.22}, and then was sold
for $15,000—a glorious sort of a quitter to
own is this black whirlwind by Almont. We
hear of seven or eight other sons and daugh
ters of Gen. Withers’ horse that are able at
any time their owners see fit to “let go their
heads” to trot better than 2.30.
Another matter in connection with Almont
is beginning to attract attention of breeders
and others interested in the future of the trot
ting turf, and that is the fact that second Almonts are also producing first class perform
ers. Among these are Maud T., by Hamlin’s
Almont, Jr., who started last month without
a mark against her, won the fourth, fifth and
sixth heats and made a record of 2.26; and
Annie W., by Bostick’s Almont, Jr., with a
record of 2.20, has won every race in which
she started this season, beating several of
our most noted trotters, among them Vol
taire and Driver, the latter with a record of
2.19J.
Almont’s 2.30 list now stands as follows:
Piedmont, ch-........................................... 2.17}
Fanny Witherspoon, ch m..................... 2.19}
Early Rose, b ............................................ 2.21}
Allie West, blk ....................................... 2.25
Ella Earl, b ...............................................2.25
Alta, b .. ................................................... 2.25}
Kate Jackson, b ...................................... 2.251
Lilian, b .................................................... 2.26
Alice West, blk ........................................2.26
Almont, Jr., b s (Hamlin’s)................. 2.26
Aldine, hr in............................................ 2.26}
Sannie G., gr ................................ ■......... 2.27
Una, b m....................................... .......... 2.27}
Dolly Davis, b m........................... .......... 2.29
Mussette, b .. ............................................2.29}
Clearmont, ch g...................................... .2.30
— Western Sportsman.
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“Hambletonian was driven in 3.12, but it
was agreed to call it 2.52, as it was thought
to make old Rysdyk, as he was called feel
good, and I need not tell you it did. We re
turned to Hiram’s where the old man Rysdyk,
the first, and we believe the only time in his
life, treated the party to wine, and before this
happy and jovial conclave ended some sug
gested that the time be called 2.48, hence the
everlasting testimony ever since, that when
three years old Hambletonian trotted a full
mile on the Union Course in 2.48.”
Commenting upon this statement the Turf,
Field & Farm says: On Saturday last, at
Sheepshead Bay, we met Sim Hoagland, look
ing young and vigorous, albeit he is one of
the few survivors of the merry crowd at Hiram
Woodruff’s in 1853, and when we drew his at
tention to the foregoing statement he said:
“I remember very well the time that Ham
bletonian was on Long Island. I saw him
trot on Union Course, but he did not beat
three minutes, and I was not a party to the
arrangement, jocular or otherwise, to call the
time 2.48. I do not believe the stallion ever
saw the day he could trot a mile in three
minutes.— Western Sportsman

Could Old Hambletonian Trot!
The last number of the Maine Horse Breed
ers’ Monthly contains several letters in regard
to the trotting speed of Rysdyk’s Hambleto
nian, one of which states that when Hamble
tonian was four years old he was given a trial
on the Union course in presence of Hiram
Woodruff, Bill Wheelau, Jim Whipley, John
Nelson, Bill Shaw, Charles Riely, Crepe Col
lins, Eaton Stone, Sim Hoagland, Tom *Bartelle and others.

Among the principal great horses that have
sired performers in the 2.30 list, the honors
are now divided as follows: 1st, Rysdyk’s
Hambletonian, thirty-five performers; 2d,
Blue Bull, twenty-four; 3d, Volunteer and
Daniel Lambert, each twenty-two; 4th, Al
mont, sixteen; 5th, Geo Wilkes, fourteen; 6th,
Happy Medium, Gen. Knox, Green’s Bhshaw
and Young Columbus, eleven each, 7tli, Ed
ward Everett, Whipple’s Hambletonian and
Gooding’s Champion, ten each; 8th, Mambrino Chief, Mambrino Patchen and Ethan Allen,
nine each; 9th, Sentinel, Woodford Mambri
no, Winthrop Morrill and King’s Champion,
eight each; 10th, Harold, Belmont, Pilot, Jr.
and Phil Sheridan, seven each.
Mr. Robert Steel, of Philadelphia, has sold
the bay stallion Elwood Medium, record 2.241
by Happy Medium, dam Blanche by Hopkins’
(formerly Voorhees’) Abdallah, for $11,000,
also, the chestnut mare Belle Oakley, record
2 24J, by Stevens’ Garabaldi, dam by Witherell Messenger, for $5,000. Both animals
were purchased for G. Segauti, Rome, Italy,
to whom they will be shipped from New York
one week from today.—.Breeders’ Gazette.

I
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perhaps Gen. Withers, Constellation, Young
Rolfe, Olympus, Gov. Morrill, Melbourne
King, and many others, whose names do not
occur to us at this writing. This race in it
self would be of sufficient attraction to draw
thousands to witness it, and when combined
with the Colt Stakes, and the other attractions,
every arrangement of which will be complete
and perfect, it will doubtless draw such a
crowd as is seldom seen in the state. In no
city in Maine has the Monthly so many
friends and supporters as in Portland, and we
appeal to them to put their shoulder to the
wheel, and help make the affair a success.
On a perfect morning in June, a merry
conclave of gentlemen assembled on the breezy
veranda of the Elmwood Hotel, in the beau
tiful village of Waterville, Me. The party
consisted of Mr. C. C. Foster, of Boston, who
Mr. E. P. Bosworth is, until further notice, duly is a joint owner, with Dr. Roberts, in the
authorized to solicit subscriptions and advertise Victor Stock Farm, situated five miles below
ments for the Monthly.
Waterville, on the Augusta road, and a select
party of his personal friends, who had come
CANTON, ME., JULY, 1882.
by his invitation to look over the farm, and
the fine collection of horses, which have been
The Colt Stakes—Last Call.
Before our next issue, viz: on the first day gathered together. The party had arrived at
of August, 1882, the final payment of $10. in Waterville at an early hour on the Pullman
train, and were met at the Elmwood by the
the Colt Stakes becomes due. Up to this time
the affair has been a pronounced success, and humble representative of the Monthly, who
had been honored with a special invitation.
we hear good reports from all directions, and
we hope the majority will “stay in” and see After breakfast, teams were provided and the
party proceeded to the track, where, accord
the affair through to a successful close. This
ing to previous orders Mr. Winans, had
is but the inauguration of a series of colt races,
moved the stallions, and colts in training for
that will do much to increase the interest, in
the Colt Stakes. Here from 9 o’clock A. M.,
breeding, and develop the stock of the state,
until 2 P. M., we were entertained with ex
and not only this, but will tend greatly to help
hibitions of speed. Among the number which
place the state in the position to which she is
passed in review before us, were the follow
entitled as a great breeding centre.
ing : Melbourne King, a chestnut stallion, by
Mambrino King, son of Mambrino Patchen,
We think the public will see the wisdom of purchased during the past winter in Ken
our decision to trot the Colt races at Presump tucky. Melbourne King is a very handsome
scot Park, when they notice the programme, horse, and pure gaited. He has never been
which will doubtless appear in detail in an- 1trained, but has natural speed sufficient to
other part of this number, although we have 1raise the expectation that he will develop into
not received it in full at this writing. The :a fast trotter. Beaumonto, a three-year-old
management propose to offer $1500. to $2000. fstallion by Beausire, out of Marplot, by Al
in purses for the several trotting classes. 1mont was shown. He is a very handsome
Among the races to be trotted, we suggested, <colt, foaled in 1879, and exceedingly well-bred.
and the management have decided to offer a 1He is jogging kindly and has an easy, trappy
purse of $400. or $500. for stallions that have 1way of going that was much admired. Beaunever started for money. And as possible 1nonto, in finish and style, is, in some respects
starters in a race of this kind we may name am improvement on his sire. We were shown
Advertising Rates.—One page one insertion $10
Second insertion $8, and $6. for each subsequent in
sertion. One-half page one insertion $5. and $3. for
each subsequent insertion. One-fourth page, or onehalf column $3. for one insertion, and $2. for each sub
sequent insertion.
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Mascotte, and Minnie lyest, by Allie
the bay filly Zephyr, by Winthrop Morrill, Belle,
B<
West,Rosabella and Tiara, by Almont, Bay
also in the stakes for foals of 1879, and the W
by Volunteer, Black mare by. Daniel
bay filly Beauthina, by Beausire, entered in mare
m
Hiatoga Belle, (pacer) Lady Light
the stakes for foals of 1880. They both per- Lambert,
Li
foot, Mollie, Maggie and several others.
formed splendidly, and while we do not pro- fo
Mr. C. H. Nelson, on extensive buyer of
pose, in view of the fact that they are entered
horses for the Boston market, formerly
in the above races, to give away any “points,” Maine
M
located at China, Me., has purchased a farm
will say that they elicited by their good be- lo
liavior the warmest praise and admiration near
m the villiage of Waterville, where he has
removed his stallions Onward and Young
from the spectators present. Beausire was re
his brood mares and colts and fillies in
hitched to a sulky, and although he lias never Rolfe,
R
training. Intent on seeing everything of in
had any track work, his former owner keep- tr
terest in or about Waterville, the party paid
ing him exclusively for stock purposes, he te
showed a pure trotting gait, that will justify him
hi a visit. The stallions were looking very
his owners in putting him in training later in well
w indeed. We had an opportunity to ob
serve Young Rolfe at work on the track, and
the season. The bay mare Emma D., winner sc
say he is a very finely gaited and speedy
of the two-mile race at the State Fair of 1881, must
n
horse. In the stable we saw Susie Owen, by
by Pequawket, and the chestnut gelding Col. h
Boone, winner of the four-year-old
Hall, by Young America, were shown togeth- Daniel
L
er and made a fine display. Minnie West, by race
r< at the State Fair of 1881. She is looking
and going well, since recovering from
Allie West was shown. The whole made a finely
fi
very interesting and profitable mornings en- aan attack of distemper. Mr. Nelson had
matched her to trot a race against Ichabod,
tertainment, and one that can be rarely equalled n
in view of the fact that a hard
and not excelled on any farm in New Eng- but
b
land. It was also the intention of the propri- r;race at this time, before she has fully re
her form might injure her for the
etors of Victor Stock Farm, to have shown covered
c
Tiara, by Almont, and Abdallah Belle, by vwhole season, if not permanently, has wisely
Allie West, but the prevailing distemper pre- ddecided to pay forfeit.
Next we visited the pasture and found
vented. Special interest was manifested by
the dam of Susie Owen, by Gideon,
the gentlemen present in the performances of Gretchen,
(
the colts and fillies entered in the Colt Stakes, aa fine looking matron, with a noble looking
their chances were discussed, and the unani- §suckling by her side, by Young Rolfe. Amous opinion expressed that more enjoyment 1mong the mares we noticed the fine brood
Lady Gilbreth, by Gilbreth Knox, with
had been crowded into that half-days enter- mare
1
tainment than is usually obtained in witness- ga fine fillv foal by Gen. Withers, son of Al
ing fast trotting at Beacon or Mystic Park. A 1mont.
After two days spent in enjoying the pleas
visit was subsequently made to the farm. In
the stables were seen Zenith, by Inheritor, £ant drives about Waterville, and visiting the
farms in the vicinity the party separated
son of Jay Gould. He is an exceedingly stock
£
growthy colt, standing 16J hands high at three 6some taking the night Pullman train for Bos
and others a later train bound east, leav
years of age, and Charles Gilman by’ Victor, ton,
1
dam by Gideon, a fine specimen of the Knox jing your humble scribe to take a still later
family.
<one for home, with only the memory of the
hours so recently passed, to bear him
Next the party strolled to the pasture, where' pleasant
j
the rest of the brood mares, colts and fillies1 (company.
were kept. Marplot, by Almont, a grand
looking matron, has by her side a fine bay colt
Death of Lolhair, Record 2.29 1-2.
byJEJeausire. As the stud was organized with
We are sorry to learn of tlie death of the
in the year, but.few of the mares produce this
season. There will be bred, however, to the Maine-bred trotting stallion Lothair. He was
stallions on the place, Belle of Wildwood, owned by Mr. W. R. Nims, of Lexington,
by Rvsdyk’s Ilambletonian, (record 2.38) Mich., and died there June 10th, 1882. We
Emma D., by Pequawket, (winner of the received the news one day too late for our
two-mile race at State Fair of 1881) Abdallah June number. He was taken with pinkeye,
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Sunday June 4th, and died Saturday June
10th, only six days after. Inflamation of the
lungs and bowels, both set in, and it was
found impossible to do anything for his re
lief. Lothair was a black stallion, 15i or 16
hands high, foaled in 1867. He was bred by
the late J. II. Gilbreth, of Fairfield, Me., and
was sired by Gilbreth Knox, and out of a
mare known as the Bunker mare, by the old
Eaton Horse.
He was formerly called Knox-them-all, and
Mr. Gilbreth sold him to Messrs. Wright &
Norcross, of Fearnaught Farm, for $5000.
As a three year old he gained considerable
notoriety for his race against “Startle” by
Hambletonian, which took place Sept. 1,1870,
at the Prospect Park, L. I., for a purse of
$5000. His first season on the turf was in
1873, during which he was very successful.
June 10, at the Forest City Park, Portland,
Me., he won the race for horses that never
beat three minutes, beating Baby Boy, Flora
and Lady Walton, with a record of 2.48, the
fastest heat—2.45—being by Baby Boy. Two
days afterward, at the same place, he Avon the
2.50 race it straight heats, time, 2.45, 2.44,
2.45.
June 27, at Mystic Park, Boston, he won a
race in straight heats, in 2.354, 2.36, 2.384,
beating Baby Boy, Medoc, Rex Patchen, Lady
Hamilton, Ludlow Boy, Folly and Jim
Fisk.
July 3, at the Beacon Park, he beat Flora
Belle and Folly, time, 2.35, 2.334, 2.33, 2.33J.
Flora Belle winning the first heat. August
28, at the same place he beat Col. Moulton,
Nelly, Jubilee Lambert, Flora Belle and Ben
Smith, winning the first heat in 2.33, the third
in 2.33 and the fourth and race in 2.35.
At the Maine State Fair, of 1873, at Bangor,
in a race for the “Champion’s Belt,” open to
all stallions owned in Maine, there were the
following entries: Gen. Lightfoot, Slasher,
Red Jacket, and Lothair. The race was won
by Lotliair in straight heats, time 2.354, 2.384,
2.34.
On the second day of the spring meeting,
May 20, 1875, at Fleetwood Park, N. Y., he
started in the 2.31 race winning the second
and third heats in 2.30J, 2.304, and was second
in the race. His next appearance was in June
23, at Beacon Park, Boston, in the 2.31 race,
in whioh there were seven starters. Lothair
won the third heat in 2.294, and the seventh
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and eighth in 2.35, 2.354, which gave him the
race. He was entered in a race at Mystic
Park, July 1, previous to which he was dosed
in a most unwarranted manner, which almost
resulted in his death. His throat and mouth
became greatly inflamed, and he was unable
for a time to swallow anything. It was
thought Croton oil did the work.
Lothair was taken to Adrian, Mich., in the
spring of 1877, and kept by H. Sickles, until
he was purchased by Mr. W. R. Nims, in
June 1880. He trotted in a few small races
that fall and in Oct. 1880 was taked to Lake
view Farm, where he remained until his death.
His first colts are just coining this spring, ex
cepting two last fall, and are looking splen
didly, and he had every prospect of making a
big season this year, As a sire we do not
think Lothair was used to any considerable
extent in Maine. Up to the time he trotted
his race with Startle, in his three year old
form, he had never been used in the stud.
While in the stud at Fearnaught Farm, he
was overshadowed by the Fearnaught blood,
which was then in great favor4 and had but
little patronage*. Subsequently he was put in
training, and from 1873 to 1875 inclusive he
was on the turf, before being sold to go to
Michigan. We do not know of any of his get
with records, but do know of some fine colts
by him, among them a young stallion owned
by Mr. Jason T. Fogg, Garland, Me.
Correspondence.

Hartland, Me., July 1, 1882.
Friend Thompson :—Please allow me space
in your Monthly to answer all questions in re
gard to my trotting my stallion Gen. Withers
this fall. Gen. Withers last season served 49
mares, and would have had more had I not
refused to let him serve them. This season
he is thus far having even more than I care
for him to do with no prospect of a let up at
present, and while he is meeting with such
success as this with the limited advertising he
has, and with no variation from his advertised
rates, I shall not assume the risk to trot him
races over the tracks in this -vicinity, nor
while they are conducted as they have been in
years past, to gratify the desires of any man.
We are always ready to show him in harness
to anyone who desires to use him, and let
them decide for themselves as to his ability
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to trot. To those who do not patronize him
and delight in trying to injure me and mine,
and do not believe he is anything of a trotter.
I have simply to say, as a stock horse his colts
show for themselves; as a trotter I stand ready
to match him against time, to trot at a reason
able time and place for money, but not for
fun, and if they want to back up thir talk
with money, they can do business if they will
come to me, but talk is too cheap to trot a
horse like him for.
Yours truly.
G. J. Shaw.
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Messenger Duroc, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian,
dam Miss Bonner, by Robert Bonner, Jr., by
Robert Bonner, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian,
2d dam said to be Morgan and Messenger.
J. H. Robinson,
East Sumner, Me.

Pkicilla.— I claim the name of Pricilla,
for my dark bay filly, with star in the fore
head and off hind foot white, foaled June 29,
1882, got by Winthrop Morrill, dam by Mon
mouth Knox, son of Gen. Knox.
S. Robinson,
No. Monmouth, Me.

Rose Bud.—I claim the name of Rose Bud,
for my bay filly, with star in the forehead,
foaled July 5,1882, by Whalebone Knox, dam
your i iterestingbook, the Maine Horse Breed by Scythian (thoroughbred) 2d dam by Sandy
ers’ Monthly. I find an error in your May River Trotter, son of Old Eaton.
number in regard to the pedigree of Kentucky
Cyrus Wood,
Wonder, (owned by Rowe Emery, of Frank Winthrop, Me.
fort,) and to do justice to the public, and to
Harvey D. Parker.—I claim the name of
my horse Gray Dan, I wish you to correct it
in your next number. Kentucky Wonder Harvey D. Parker, for my dark chestnut
was got by Gray Dan, instead of Mambrino colt, with stripe in face, and one white hind
foot, foaled July 19, 1881, bred by J. D.
Wilkes, as stated in your May number.
Whitney,
Freeman, Me., got by Golddust
Gray Dan was got by Gideon, he by Rys
dyk’s Hambletonian. Gray Dan’s dam was Lambert, dam by Black Monitor, son of Gen.
got by Dirigo, son of Old Drew. Emery Knox, 2d dam by Sandy River Trotter son
brought his mare to Gray Dan May 10th, of Old Eaton. Also
Col. Woodman, for my brown colt with
1880, he served her May 11th and 12th, 1880.
She remained with me two weeks. Kentucky black points, bred by Chas. E. Whitney,
Wonder was dropped April 26, 1881, instead Phillips, Me., foaled June 1, 1882, got by
of May 26th. Emery took the same mare to Golddust Lambert, dam by Prince Black
Gen Withers May Sth, and June 3d, 1881. I Hawk, 2d dam by Young Hogarth. ,
S. W. Parlin,
have stated the facts, and can prove every
Boston, Mass.
thing I have stated. Mr. Emery paid me for
the service of the horse, and has never denied
Fire Fly.—I claim the name of Fire Fly,
its being Gray Dan’s colt to me.
for my chestnut filly, with star in forehead,
Respectfully yours,
foaled May 7, 1882, got by Winthrop Morrill,
C. F. Robinson.
dam unknown.
S. G. Carson,
Wayne, Me.
Newburg Centre, Me., July 1, 1882.
Mr. Thompson:—I am a subscriber for

Names Claimed.

Twinkle.—1 claim the name of Twinkle,
for my bay filly, with star in the forehead and
little white on near hind foot, foaled May 12,
1882, got by Winthrop Morrill, dam by White
Stockings, son of Old Eaton, 2d dam by
Hunton horse, son of Bush Messenger, 3d
Medora R.—I claim the name of Medora dam by Stone Messenger.
W. H Atkinson,
li., for my bright bay filly, foaled June 4th,
Wayne,
Me.
1881, both hind ankles white, white on left
forward foot, and star in forehead; got by
Isabella.—I claim the name of Isabella,
Hambletonian Patchen, by Maine Duroc, by for my bay filly, with blaze in face, foaled
Celeste.—I claim the name of

Celeste, for
my black filly foaled April 28, 1882, by Win
throp Morrill, dam by Gen. Knox.
J. B. Hayes,
Pittston, Me.
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May 12, 1882, got by Winthrop Morrill, dam an advertisement of Prince Lambert. Can
by Young Ethan, (grand son of Ethan Allen) you assist me in finding out his true history?
2d dam by Bonney’s Eaton, son of Old Eaton. lias not Blue Bull and Volunteer more in the
Sheiibon Towle, 2.30 list than Daniel Lambert?
Winthrop, Me.
Answer.-—.We do not know Prince Lam
Miss Morrill.—-I claim the name of Miss bert, but publish the pedigree as sent, and
Morrill, for my bay or brown filly, with star would call upon our friends for information.
in forehead and white hind feet, foaled June
Prince ‘Lambert.’
4,1882, by Winthrop Morrill, dam by Whale Will be permitted to serve a limited number of good
bone Knox, 2d dam by Champion Morrill Mares at the following terms.
Single Service, $15.00 paid at time of service.
(Beals)
G. C. Macomber,
Season, $20.00, paid at end of season.
E. Monmouth, Me.

Jumbo.—I claim the name

of Jumbo, for
my chestnut stallion with white points, foaled
in 1872, got by Grant’s St. Lawrence, dam a
Morgan mare called the Tufts mare.
John H. Ayer,
Minot, Me.

I claim names as follows:
colt, bred by me, foaled
May 4, 1882, white spots on each hind foot,
sired by Geo. Wilkes, dam Fair Lady, by
Dictator, 2d dam by Almont, 3d dam by
Zenith, son of American Eclipse, 4th dam by
Gray Eaglfe, (the four miler), 5th dam thor
oughbred.
Keepsake, bay filly with large star, bred
by Gen. Win. T. Withers, foaled May 4th,
1882, sired by C. M. Clay, Jr., (Straders’)
dam Maria Sturgess, by Almont, 2d dam by
Voorhees’ Abdallah Chief, 3d dam by Long
Island Black Hawk.
Kenelm, bay colt, faint star, hind feet and
left fore foot white, bred by me, foaled May
15, 1882, sired by Constellation, dam Non
pareil, by Morrill Champion, (dam of Gallant,
3-year-old record 2.50).
Kinsman, for black or dark bay colt, with
small star, bred by me, foaled May 30, 1882,
sired by Constellation, dam Skip, by Gideon,
2d dam by Young Indian Chief. This colt is
own brother to Glenarm who as a 3-year-old
lapped out Gallant in 2.50.
Katahdin, for bay colt with stripe in face,
bred by me, foaled June 19, 1882, sired by
Constellation, dam Silvertail, by Gen. Knox,
2d dam by Lion Messenger.
Wm. S. Tilton,
Togus, Me.

Kaiser, brown

Warrant,.$25.00, paid on 1st Jan. 1883,
Prince Lambert was bred in Shoreham, Vermont,
by II. B. Wright, and is eight years old this spring, lie
stands 15g hands high, color bright bay with black
points, weight 1100, record 2.37|,
PEDIGREE:

Prince Lambert was sired by Daniel Lambert, he by
Ethan Allen, Prince Lambert’s first dam. was by
Smith’s Columbus; Daniel Lambert, the sire of Prince
Lambert has more colts in the 2.30 list than any other
living horse, as the records will show. For extended
pedigree of Prince Lambert, see Wallace’s Monthly,
or Spirit of the Times.
For further information apply to the owner,
J. L. NEARY,
Kentville, June 19th, 1882.

Blue Bull has more in the 2.30 list at pres
ent, than either Volunteer or Daniel Lambert,
as five of his get have already been added to
the 2.30 list this season. Daniel Lambert and
Volunteer, we believe at this writing, stand
even.
Subscriber, Rochester, N. H.—I have a
very likely young mare that is weak in the
ankle joints behind, and after driving will
stand a little cockled, but does not show it
after standing in the stall an hour, until she
is driven again. What can I do for her, any
thing in shoeing or in the floor of the stall, or
can I put on anything. Please answer in
your next number.
Answer.—Your question was submitted to
Geo. II. Bailey, D. V.S., of Woodfords, Me.,
and elicited the following reply.
In reply to Subscriber, from Rochester,
N. H. He does not state whether his mare
has weak ankles from over-driving, or if it
is hereditary, but the general treatment is
clearly indicated in either case, and that is to
put on “heel calks” on the hind shoes; to
shower the ankles daily with cold water, to
bandage while in the stable to give support,
when he can let his mare up in her work, to
use a light counter irritant, or blister, around
Questions and Answers.
the coronet, and ankles to aid recovery. If
Subscriber, Nova Scotia.—I send inclosed ;anything more is wanted let me know.
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lows, from So. Paris. Thinking you would
like to hear from horses in this vicinity, I
feel duty bound to speak of one of Mr. L. W.
Jackson’s matched pair. She is a Geo. A.
Patchen mare, 15| hands high, and weighs
975 pounds. She is of big style and has re
cently developed considerable speed. She
trotted to our track one half-mile in 1.20, and
one-fourth In 36 seconds, which has called
considerable attention to her, and Mr. Jackson has received some very good offers for
her. We also have some other promising
steppers, that will pay for horse dealers to,
give us a call.

At Phillips on the 4th, there were two
races. The 3-minute race was won by Nellie
Dow, and the sweepstakes by R. G. Dunn’s
Goldbird.
Sherman Black Hawk.—There has been
some doubt expressed by some about Sherman
Black Hawk’s having ever stood for service
in this State. We have lately received a letter
from Mr. David Averill, who owned, him in
which he makes the following statement.
“Sherman Black Hawk was foaled May 30,
1845. I bought him in 1865, and made a stand
in Falmouth, Me., five miles from Portland.
I had him three years. The first year he
served thirty mares, and the next two years
about as many more. I think he had twenty
seven colts, out of the thirty mares, the first
year; the last two years I don’t recollect.”
Mr. Averill is now a resident of Colfax,
W. T.

Daniel Lambert and Mountain Maid.—
in reply to an inquiry from a correspondent,
we have received the following account of
the race between Daniel Lambert and Moun
tain Maid, formerly called Lady Norcross.
“I11 relation to the race between the colts
Iianiel Lambert, and the mare Lady Norcross,
afterwards Mountain Maid; the Saugus Park
gave a race in 1861, for three-year-olds. Dan
iel Lambert and the mare entered. The mare
was driven by her breeder, Dr. Somebody,—
the name I have forgotten. Lambert was al
so started by his owner. The first heat was
won by the mare in 2.47 ; then Dan Mace got
up behind Lambert, and beat the mare in
2.42, and I think 2.44 or .45. That is all I
can tell about it now. Yours,
E. L. Norcross.
So.

Paris.—A correspondent writes as fol-

Sale of Midnight, and Midnight Queen.
—Mr. James Edgecomb, of Hiram, Me., has
sold since our last issue, the gray mare Mid
night, to Mr. David Bonner, of New York,
and to Mr. C. H. Kerner, the chestnut filly
Midnight Queen. The sporting papers give
an account of the sale of Midnight, and state
that she will be bred to Dictator or Harold.
Such may be Mr. Bonners intention at some
future time, as she is the dam of Noontide
(2.20J) by Harold, and Jayeyesee, a fast fouryear-old by Dictator, but although she had
not been served when sold to Mr. Bonner, she
was left at Recluse Farm, with instructions
to breed her the present season, to Prescott,
sire of her filly Midnight Queen. The above
filly, although only two months, was probably
sold for more money than was ever paid for
one of the same age in the State. We are not
at liberty to state the exact price, but will say
that it was over $500.
Growth of colts.—In order to winter a
colt well, and have him come out a fine, showy,
sturdy animal in the spring, particular atten
tion must be paid to his growth during the
first summer and autumn. If the mare’s
milk is at all deficient to keep the colt in good
flesh and thriving steadily, it is best to have
recourse at once to cow’s milk. Skimmed
milk answers very well for this purpose, es
pecially if a little flax-seed jelly, oil or cotton
seed meal, is mixed with it. A heaped table
spoonful, night and morning, is enough to
begin with, when the colt is a month old.
This can be gradually increased to a pint per
day, by the time it is six months old, or double
this if the colt be of the large farm or Cart
Horse breed.
Oats, also, may be given as soon as they can
be eaten. Begin with a halfrpint, night and
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morning, and go on increasing, according to
the age and size of the animal, to four quarts
per day. These together with the meal above,
should be supplemented with a couple of
quarts of wheat bran night and morning.
The latter is excellent to prevent worms, and
helps to keep the bowels in good condition.
Colts should not be permitted to stand on a
plank, cement, paved, or any hard Aoor the
Arst year, as these are liable to injuriously ef
fect the feet and legs. Unless the yard where
colts run in the winter has a sandy, or Ane,
dry, gravelly soil, it should be well littered,
so as to keep their feet dry. Mud, or soft,
wettish ground, is apt to make tender hoofs,
no matter how well bred the colts may be.
One reason wliy the horses in one district
grow up superior to those in another in hoof,
bone, muscle, and action, is because it has a
dry limestone or siliceous soil. When the
mare is at work, do not let the colt run with
her; and if she comes back from her work
heated, allow her to get cool before suckling
the colt, as her over-heated milk is liable to
give the foal diarrhoea.—National Live-Stock
Journal.
Mr. D. M. Foster, of Canton Point, is the
fortunate owner of a Ane bay colt, foaled
June 26, 1882. Said colt is by Gen. Withers,
son of Almont; dam Katie Boone, by Daniel
Boone, son of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, 2d
dam by Gen. Knox, 3d dam by Old Eaton.
This is royal breeding, and it is the intention
of our friend Foster, to raise the colt up for
a stallion, if it meets with no accidents, and
is as good as its breeding would seem to
promise.
We are receiving complaints from Port
land and vicinity because people are not al
lowed to work horses on Presumpscot Park.
Several parties who have colts entered in the
Colt Stakes are waiting for an opportunity
to give them some track work. It seems to
us that there is nothing unreasonable in the
request of our friends to be allowed to use
the track, and we consider it important that
some arrangements should be made at once
to enable them to do so.

A correspondent asks for information
concerning a horse called DeAance, that some
years ago Aourished about White River
Junction, Vt. Would like his history and
pedigree. Will some one of our friends in
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that section kindly furnish us with the in
formation .
Cushnoc.—Mr. J. H. Grant, of Augusta,
Me., is the owner of a fine young stallion
foaled in 1879, got by Victor, son of Gen.
Knox, which he has named Cuchnoc. He is
bay, with black points, 15 hands 24 inches
high, and weighs 900 pounds. He has a fine
head and ear, short back, shoulders well
sloped, wide spread and powerful hind quar
ters, large and muscular limbs, and excellent
feet. His dam was sired by Young Morrill,
2d dam by Old Eaton.
Farmer Boy.—In 1876, we think, Mr.
Whittemore, of West Paris, Me., purchased
a gray stallion which he called Centennial.
He was a Percberon Norman, and was im
ported directly from France. He stood for a
few seasons in the vicinity of West Paris,
and was then sold, and we believe taken
West. One of the best sons left by him is a
bay stallion owned by Mr. L. B. Swan, of
that place, and called Farmer Boy. He was
foaled in 1877, is a dark bay with black points,
stands 17 hands high, and weighs 1600 pounds,
and is out of a mare of the Rollins (Rising
Sun) blood. Here is an excellent opportunity
for all who wish to raise horses for draft and
farm work, to do so.
We have received from Mr. Elizur Smith,
of Lee, Mass., his annual catalogue for 1882.
Its typographical appearance is excellent, and
is illustrated with cuts of Alcantara, by Geo.
Wilkes, and Commissioner and Supervisor
by Administrator. Besides these the list of
stallions comprises Enterprise and Surrogate.
While all are of standard breeding, only one,
Alcantara, is a developed trotter, and he ac
quired a record of 2.23, at four years of age,
in a race with aged horses. Indeed he is, by
both breeding and performance, one of the
most remarkable young stallions in the
country. As we said above he is by George
Wilkes, dam Alma Mater, by Mambrino
Patchen, 2d dam Estella, by imp. Australian,
3d dam Fanny G., by imp. Margrave, &c. &c.
The brood mares number about 30, and are
nearly all standard, either by breeding or
performance. Among those with records are
Flora Belle, record 2.224, and Katie Jackson,
record 2.251, at four years of age. There are
also included in the catalogue the young stal
lions and Allies, enough to bring the number
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up to about sixty, and a better bred lot can Br c Bona Fide, public trial 2.314; sold for
not be found in the whole country, than at
........................................................... 1,500
Highlawn Farm.
Ch c Jack Archol, won a race in and has a
bar of 2.29; sold for........................
1,000
Trotting at Lewiston, Me.

Lewiston, Me., July 4, 1882.

Purse $100.
for 2.40 class.
J. B. Woodbury, ch s Lone Star......... 1 1 1
G. M. Park, ch s Rocket........................ 242
J. C. Littlefield, b g Alsie T................ 323
J. T. Winans, b m Emma D................ 4 3 ds
Time, 2.364, 2.374, 2.374.
Same Day.—Purse $200. free-for-all.
C. R. Childs, b m Belle of Fitchburg 5 111
C. B. Trask, b g Dandy J................ 2 4 5 2
W. J. R. Merriman, blk m Lydia M. 3 2 3 3
M. C. Delano, b s Col. Lang............. 4 5 4 4
Dr. O. Fitzgerald, br g Elmwood... 6 6 2 5
H. S. Savage, b s Bay Lambert....... 1 3 dis
Time, 2.394, 2.364, 2.36, 2.364.

Famous Brood Mares.—In a recent issue
of the Turf, Field <& Farm a list of famous
brood mares is given, with the value of their
produce. The produce of Miss Russell is
valued at $165,000, and the list may be found
in another place in this number. Green
Mountain Maid comes second with the follow
ing: Prospero 2.20, Elaine 2.20, Dame Trot
2.22, and several others, including Electioneer,
so prominent as a sire in California, making
the value of Green Mountain Maid’s produce
aggregate $122,000. Next comes Flora, dam
of St. Julien record 2.114, St. Remo 2.284 and
Unolala 2.234, aggregating $38,000. To the
above list a correspondent adds the following.
Old Kate.—A list of the famous brood mares
of America (i. e., trotting bred) that leaves
out Old Kate is incomplete.
PRODUCE.

Br f Brunette, public trial double 2.254; sold
for..................................................... $12,000
Br c Bruno, public double trial 2.254, record
2.29; sold for ................................ 16,000
Br c Daniel Boone, trial to wagon 2.26, record
2.31; sold for.................................... 7,000
Br c Young Bruno, record 2.221 ; sold
for...................................................... 9,000
B f Miss Brunette, sold for................
8,000
B c Breeze, record 2.24; sold for....... 8,500
B c Carl Burr, trial at Mr. Bonner’s 2.241;
sold for............................................... 2,000
B c Brutus, record 2.344 ; sold for.... 1,500

Total......................................... $66,500
Besides Lady Bellfounder and Lady Bel
mont, the latter a brood mare at Stony Ford.
The last four priced would bring much larger
figures now; the prices given are prices they
actually sold at as yearlings and two-yearolds.

Sale of Red Squirrel.—Mr. H. E. Haley,
of Monroe, has sold to parties in Searsport,
the bay mare Red Squirrel, by the Cooper
Horse, son of Dirigo, for $400.
Mr Vanderbilt recently told a number of
his friends that he thought he would never
start the Queen of the Turf in another race,
as he had no fear of her time being beaten for
several years, and if any one doubted his
opinion in the matter, he would wager $100,000 that 2.104 would not be excelled in two
years. “I suppose Vanderbilt has a right to
do as he pleases with his stock,” said a gentle
man who had recently spent a week or two in
New York, and who takes an interest in fast
horses, but the American public generally
will be sorry to learn of the manner in which
he is managing the great favorite Maud S. I
saw him driving her a few days ago, and it
was clearly evident that he was spoiling her.
He drives like Jehu, no matter in what con
dition the roads may be, and pulls and hauls
the mare about much like a hack driver. I
was told that he was not only spoiling her
gait, but spoiling her temper as well.—Dun
ton’s Spirit of the Turf.
Death of Proteine.—The brown mare
Proteine, foaled in 1871, and by Blackwood,
out of Sally Chorister, by Mambrino Chorist
er, son of Mambrino Chief; second dam by
Blood’s Black Hawk, and third dam by Moore’s
iPilot, by Pilot, Jr., died of pneumonia at
>Cincinnati, on Monday, July 3. She was bred
by Andrew Steele, Near Lexington, Ky., and
was early put in harness. In her three-year. old form she was mated with Freshman, and
1threw in 1875 the black filly Protea, and in
1876 she produced the bay colt Protos to the
1cover of Glenwood. After this she was sold
1to Jacob Kuauber & Bro., of Cincinnati, and
iin 1878 she was the sensation of the Circuit.
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At Cleveland she started in the open-to-all
class against Hopeful, Nettie, Great Eastern
and Cozette, and she defeated all except Hope
ful. In the second heat she trotted a quarter
in 311 seconds and lapped the gray out in
2.151. Had she been taken care of at this
time she would have made one of the fastest
trotters in the country. She certainly would
have beaten the 2.14 of Goldsmith Maid. But
she was hammered without mercy, and when
she retired from the turf she had a record of
2.18, made at East Saginaw. The last time
we saw her trot was at Louisville, three years
ago, and then her leg was badly swollen and
she should have been kept in the stable. She
was a mare of courage as well speed, and it
is a pity that Mr Durkee, the owner of Black
wood, did not buy her when in her prime, and
keep her from being butchered. Broken
down as she was, Proteine, had she lived,
would have been valuable in the stud. Her
dam, Sally Chorister, also produced Belle
Brassiield, 2,20, by Vilev’s Cripple; Homer,
by Mambriuo Patchen, whose colts are splen
didly gaited; Belle Patchen, the sister of
Homer, speedy but uncertain, and Admiration
by Administrator, who trotted a mile lasty ear
in 2.26.— Turf, Field & Farm.

We learn that Floyd’s Portland Pilot, is
doing good business in the stud, he having
about all the mares his owners calculate to
allow him this season; among them are the
fast mares, Belle of Fitchburg, 2.30, Nelly
Sherman, 2.37, Patchen Maid, by Old Geo.
M. Patchen, 1st dam by Old Abdallah: Dis
dain, by Old Fearnaught, record 2.23,1st dam
by Mambrino Prince, record 2.291. Disdain
has a flue -Jal lion colt foaled May 28th, by
Portland Pilot, which stood 41 inches high
when foaled. The fast and game little mare
Flirt, record 2.41, in foal, has a fine colt three
weeks old, a perfect beauty (it can be seen at
the stable of its owner, W. D. Ramsdell,
Knightsville,) by this horse.

We ake glad to see that, owners of fast
trotters are letting their horses “go to the
front” regardless of records. Among the
most notable of these are Pickarg, 2.184;
Bliss, 2.20|; Naiad Queen, 2.204; Brandy
Boy, 2.204 ; Forest Patchen, 2.214 ; Red Cross,
2.214; Clemmie G., 2.204; Rosa Wilkes, 2.214;
Early Rose, 2.204; Tariff, 2.224 ; Tom Rogers,
2.204; Belle Wilson, 2.234; Ina G., 2.234;
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Don, 2.244 ; H. M. Strong, 2.254 ; Highlander,
2.254 ; R. 1’., 2.234; Keno, 2.234; Dr. Norman,
2.254; Mattie Graham, 2.234; Cora Belmont,
2.244. Dunton’s Spirit of the Turf.

Eakly Rose.—Now that the Grand Circuit
races are drawing near, and we have had full
opportunity to judge of the merits of many
horses who have already appeared in the
spring meetings, I think the black mare Early
Rose, by Almont, should be placed in the
front rank of coming trotters.
The tide of luck flows strongly in the course
of her career, as will appear from a conver
sation I had here lately with a practical horse
man from Philadelphia, who has noticed her
management from the beginning. He said
she was brought by J. Elliot, her present own
er, near Lexington, Ky., in 1879, as a fouryear-old. That she was then an ungainlylooking, scrabbling-gaited Ally, so little
thought of that horsemen at Lexington and
Philadelphia laughed at Elliott’s poor judg
ment in paying $400 for her.
That her purchaser is a vegetable dealer in
Philadelphia, and knew nothing about devel
oping the mare’s speed. He would counsel
with everybody as to her feed, care and hand
ling, and his success was due to a combination
of ignorance, persistent hard work, and an
iron constitution to stand it. That she being
a hearty feeder, eating her bedding she was
muzzled until she looked like a picture of
“bones on the wall,” and she would go all
sorts of gaits, finally, a common sense horse
man advised him to cut up her muzzle, bed
the mare with hay, and give her plenty of
grain. From this time she began to square
away and act like a trotter.
At first she was balanced by heavy toe
weights, which were gradually reduced as her
speed progressed, until this spring she carried
only a 3-ounce weight and a 14-ounce shoe
forward, and, I understand, when she beat
Tariff, Pickard and others at Poughkeepsie,
yesterday, she wore no weights. The best
she could do in 1880 was 2.35, last season she
she dropped down to 2.25, and now it is evi
dent she can trot a number of heats in 2.20 or
better. Before she amounted to much Johnny
Turner had a “picnic” matching Kentuckian
against her, and whenever he wanted a nice
pair of boots or a suit of clothing, he would
tackle Elliott until The Rose began to bloom
into a faster trotter than Kentuckian.
That she has matured into a mare 154 hands,
very stoutly built, with strong loin and great
propelling power, also the best of fleet and
legs. She is very level-headed, a rapid scorer
and good finisher. In short, my informant
says: “She is all that a good-monied horse
should be,” and is driven by her owner, who
never before drove even a 2.40 horse.—Spirit
of the Times.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

G. W. MOORE, Canton,
Wishes to inform his.friends that he is pre
pared to furnish them with anything they
may want in the Harness Line.
—ALSO—

Robes, Blankets, Trunks, Valises,
Whips, and
Everything Usually Connected with the Business.

I Price* as Low as any where in the State.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CONSTELLATION.
Bay Horse, Foaled 1874; Bred by Wm. T. Withers, Lexington, Kentucky.

SIRED

BY

ALMONT.

1st dam lty Starlight, son of Blood's Black Hawk.

2d dam by Mainbrino Chief.
3d dam by Gano, soil of American Eclipse.
4tli dam by Potomac, son of Imp. Dionied.
5th dam by son of Imp. Baronet.
6th dam by Imp. Buzzard.

This horse will make the season at Togus Farm,

AT $50 TO INSURE.
$100 will be paid to liis BEST THREE FOALS OF 1883; namely, $50 to first; $30 to
second, and $20 to third; to be judged at the State Fair of 1883, the owner of Constellation
not competing.

W. S. TILTON,

TOGUS, ME.

FAIRVIEW GARDEN.
MY CARD FOR 1882.
T11E TROTTING BRED STALLION

McKenney knox,
Will make the season at my Stable, and at Buckfield Village,
My horse was so well patronized at Buckficld last season, that I have made arrangements with Mr. Shaw,
of the Buckfield House, for MCKENNEY KNOX to stand at his stable on SATURDAYS, commencing May 6th,
and continue until July 29th. The rest of the time lie will be at my stable in Auburn.
McKENNEY KNOX is a dark golden chestnut; stands 15g hands high; weighs 102.5 lbs.; sire Whalebone
Knox by Old Knox; dam “Old Sallle,” said to be by Hunton Messenger, she has proved herself to be a supe
rior brood mare by producing the Merrill Horse, which is a superior road horse to his sire; next came the
Stevens Colt by Ohl Plow Bov, owned by Isaiah Pompllly. The colt was sold to Boston parties when horses
were very low for $425.00, and used as a gentleman’s horse. When fully matured, he could take two men to a
buggy better than a2.40 clip, and was remarkable for keeping it up. He was more that 20 seconds faster than
his sire. I bought the old mare Nov. 6th, 1869, and bred her to Parker’s Messenger, and she produced a filly
that I sold at five years old to Mr. Bishop of New York for $400.00, and at the time she could show, to the ice,
close to a 2.30 gait, which was more than 20 seconds faster than her sire.
Next came McKENNEY" KNOX; next a filly, full sister to McKenney Knox, that I sold aS a weanling for$125.
She lived to be broken and then died with lung fever. We tried to breed more but the old mare had got
through. 1 have her now on my place; she is all right and smart, 29 or 30 years old. Her record as a brood
mare shows that she lias produced colts faster than their sires, also faster than any colts by the same sires,
(excepting Whalebone Knox) from any other dams that I have ever known. The old mare, in her prime, was
a powerful road mare, and had more stamina and endurance than any horse I ever knew.
McKENNEY KNOX is so well known throughout the State it is useless to say much of his good qualities.
Has been used the past winter as a road horse. Is as fleet-footed a gentleman’s horse as can be found in Me.
FOR STYLE AND APPEARANCE HE HAS NO SUPERIOR. Although he has never been trained for a trotting
horse, can show 2.30 gait to the road. He has a fine disposition and is perfectly kind.

Terms: $5 at time of first service, and $5 more when the mare proves in
foal, or $15 to warrant.
ALL ACCIDENTS AND ESCAPES AT OWNER’S RISK. Special agreement between myself and customers
that all colts shall be liolden for the service of the horse. All mares disposed of will be considered with foal
unless otherwise proven.

PURE BRED POLAND CHINE SWINA,
From Prize Animals; can furnish pairs of spring pigs that are no kin to each other.
I.tlPROVFIJ PLYMOUTH HOCKS* from F. H. Corbin’s stock, Newington, Conn. Well bred and
first class birds in every respect. Price, $1.00 for thirteen eggs at the pens.
$1.50 boxed and delivered to express office.
Pepper, Cabbage, Tomato, Celery, and Strawberry Plants in their season.
A. Few Choice Grape Vines.

I. V. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Auburn, Me., April 15, 1882.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RECLUSE FARM.
At South Hiram, Oxford Co., Me., four miles from Cornish, ou the Portland & Ogdens
burg Railroad.

PRESCOTT.
Bay, foaled in 1878, by Harold (sire of Maud 8., record 2.10), Noontide, record 2.204, &c.
First dam Primrose, (dam of Princeps, sire of Trinket, record 2.14, and Romance, 2.294).
Primrose is by Alexander’s Abdallah, (sire of Goldsmith Maid, record 2.14, Rosalind, record
2.21).)
Second dam Black Rose, (dam of Darkness, record 2.27), and six other good ones all fast).
Harold is by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, (sire of Dexter, 2.17), and thirty-three others in the
2.30 list) dam Enchantress, by Old Abdallah, (sire of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, and Sir Wal
ter, record 2.27, with others in the 2.30 list).

REDWOOD.
Bay, foaled in 1878, by Belmont, (sire of Nutwood, record 2.18), Wedgewood, record
2.19).
First dam Blandina, (dam of Abdallah Pilot, sire of Pickard, record 2.23) and Red Jim,
2.28, when three years old). She is also dam of Swigert, (sire of Calamus, record 2.24}).
Blandina is by Mainbrino Chief, (sire of Lady Thorne, record 2.18}).
Second dam the Burch Mare, (dam of Rosalind, record 2.21), Donald, record 2.27.
Belmont is by Alexander’s Abdallah, (sire of Goldsmith Maid, record 2.14, &c.) dam Belle
(dam of McCurdy’s Hambletonian, record 2.264) by Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorne,
record 2.18}.)

It is, perhaps, worthy of remark, that Prescott’s sire, Harold, is also sire of Maud S., the
fastest trotter in the world, while Primrose, Prescott’s dam, is dam of Princeps, sire of Trin
ket, the next fastest mare ou the turf; and that Prescott has a closer family connection to the
three fastest mares in the world,—Maud 8., 2.10.}, Trinket, 2.14, and Goldsmith Maid, 2.14—
than any other stallion in the stud anywhere.
It is also worthy of note that Belmont, sire of Redwood, is the only stallion which has
sired two stallions that have records in 2.19 or better,—Nutwood, 2.18), and Wedgewood,
2.19;—and Redwood’s dam, Blandina, is one of only two mares, each of which has produced
two stallions whose get have records better than 2.25,—Abdallah Pilot, (sire of Pickard,
2.23) and Swigert, (sire of Calamus, 2.24})—while his granddam, the Burch Mare, is one of
the comparatively few mares who has two of their produce with records below 2.30,—Rosa
lind, 2,21), and Donald, 2.27.

Season Service, $25.
With privilege of return service free next season should the mare not prove in foal.

Season commence March 1, and end September 1, 1882.

MARES KEPT ON REASONABLE TERMS.
For further particulars send for card to

James Edgecomb,
CORNISH, ME.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GREENVILLE J. SHAW,
Proprietor of

CREAM BROOK FARM,
STETSON, MAINE,
Breeder of

MY MEW CATALOGUE
IzFOR 1882---Of 172 pages, containing valuable tables, with trotting
statistics up to close of 1881, with descriptions and
pedigrees of 246 high-bred Trotting Stock now at

TROTTING & CARRIAGE HORSES. FAIRLAWN STOCK FARM,
Jersey Cattle,
Adjoining tlie City of Lexington, Ky., will be sent free
to all applicants who contemplate purchasing, and
South-Down Sheep,
to all others who send stamp to prepay postage.
and Berkshire Swine.
20 Fine and Highly-bred Broodmares
Large Stock always 011 hand and for sale.

Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

Almont and other High-Bred Stallions
for Service.

125 Head of Promising Young Trotting Stock,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters,
most of them sired by

Residence, Sale Stable for Horses, and P. O. Address:

Almont, llapp.v Medinin and CaNMius
ML. Clay, .Tr., are

HARTLAND, ME.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.

Formerly of Trout Brook Stables,
—DETROIT, ME.—
Send for Catalogue.

—There are in use at Fairlawn over One Hundred—

F. H. MITCHELL,

With the Standard-bred and noted Trotting Stallions

Manufacturer of

Fine Track and Road Harness.
Horse Boots of Every Description
Made to Order.
Also Manufacturer and Wholesale Dealer in

HARNESS

PADS.

All orders for Harness, Boots or Pads will
receive prompt attention. Address:
F. H. MITCHELL, Canton, Me.

Morrill and HaiuWtoiiiaii Stallion
“ONWARD”
Will make the Season of 1882 at Waterville,
Limited to 60 Mares.
PEDIGREE.—Sire, Otis’ Morrill, he by Winthrop
Morrill, dam Gretchen (dam of Susie Owen) by Gideon,
he by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian. (Gretchen’s dam by
Harris’ Hambletonian). 15g hands high, weighs 1100
pounds. Mahogany bay with black points.
For style and gait, second to none. Reference, his
stock, which we will be pleased to show. His sire and
dam were sound and kind.
TERMS; $15.00 TO WARRANT.

YOUNG ROLF,
(By Tom liolf, record 2.31, trial 2.23).

Highly-bred Broodmares,
Almont, Ilappy Medinin, Aberdeen A
Cassius M. Clay, Jr.
at the head of the Stud.
It is confidently believed that no breeding estab
lishment in the world possesses greater facilities for
making judicious trotting crosses. Hence, parties
who wish to engage in breeding and raising fine,
highly-bred, and fast trotters, and those who want
fast, stylish, game, level-headed, and reliable road
sters, have an opportunity of obtaining just what
they want at Fairlawn.
A IJtOHT has already sired fifteen trotters with
public records of 2.30 or better, and two with records
below 2.20. He has a granddaughter with a record of
2.20, made in 1881; another with a record of 2.23 1-2;
another with a record of 2.28 1-2; and a grandson with
a three-year-old record of 2.23 1-2, the fastest ever
made up to 1881. Only fourteen trotters entered the
2.20 or better class in 1881 and three of these, being
more than one-fifth of the whole number, are de
scendants of Almont. No trotting stallion, at the
same age, has ever made such a showing.
1IA VW M EBII YI has eleven of his get with
records ranging from 2.22 to 2.30, a larger number than
any other stallion except Almont ever sired at the
same age.
A IB FIB l» F FA. with very limited opportunities in
the stud, has seven of his get with public records
ranging from 2.15 1-2 to 2.28 3-4. No son of Rysdyk’s
Hambletonian has made as good showing at same age.
The Fairlawn stallions have in 1881 had nine new
ones of their get to make records below 2.30, and two
to make records below 2.20, and six others of their
grandsons to make records below 2.30, a total of sev
enteen. The stallions on no other breeding farm in
America have made such a showing in 1881.
These stallions will be permitted to serve a

LIMITED NUMBER OF MARES IN 1882.
Almont at $150, Happy Medium at $1OO. and
Aberdeen at $1OO rhe mmmhi.

With privilege to return such mares in 1883 as fail to
stand. A few approved mares will be bred on shares
to either stallion.
The ONE-PRICE PLAN is strictly adhered to at
Fairlawn, and THE PRICE OF EVERY ANIMAL FOR
SALE IS PRINTED IN THE CATALOGUE. Those
prices will neither be advanced or reduced A SINGLE
DOLLAR until after May 1, 1882. Purchasers from a
distance can buy on orders at exactly the same price
as if present in person, and all stock sold on orders
without the purchasers seeing them can be returned
by the pucliasers if they do not in every respect come
fully up to the descriptions given. Full written de
scriptions will be given any applicant who contem
plates purchasing. Time will be given responsible
parties at regular bank rates of interest.
For Catalogue or further information address

He by Pugh’s Aratus. Dam of Tom Rolf, the famous
mare Pocahontas, record 2.17V Dam of Young Rolf,
Judith (bred by W. P. Balch, of which he says showed
him, green, 2.20, over Beacon Park). She by Draco,
record 2.28. Tom Rolf is the sire of Sleepy Tom, with
a record of 2.12J (pacer); Lady Rolf, 2.224; Tom Hen
drick, 2.25, and live others in 2.30 list. He stands 15£
hands high, weighs 1050 pounds, is live years old, bay
color. Young Rolf can show 2.30 at any time.
TERMS: $20.00 TO WARRANT.
Gentlemen wishing to breed this season please re
member it pays to breed size, color alid style with
speed, as they always sell at a good price.
O^Mares from a distance cared for, but at the risk of
owners.
W1JLE1AM
C. H. IELSOI.
Waterville, Me., May 1,1882.
Lock Box 392,

T. WITHERS,

LEXHGTOS, K

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1882.

1882.

CREAM BROOK FARM STALLIONS.
CEN. WITHERS
Will make the season of 1882 at my stable in Hartland, Me., at the following terms :

To Warrant, $50, payable in one year.
By the Season, $35, Cash at time of first service.
Single Service, 25, Cash at time of Service.
Season begins March i, and ends Sept. i.
GEN. WITHERS is a chestnut horse, 15! hands high, weighs 1050 pounds, foaled June 13, 1875.
Bred by Col. R. West, Scott County, Kentucky, and purchased by me of Gen. Wm. T. Withers,
Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky. He is standard bred, according to the new rules adopted
by the National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders, and is so recorded in Wallace’s Trotting
Register, Vol. 4.
Sire of Piedmont, record 2.17^,
Fanny Witherspoon, 2.19}, and
13 others in the 2.30 list.
f Sire of Joe Pettit, record 2.30, and sire
Dam by ASHLAND, I of the dam of Edwin Thorne, record, 2.174,
(Jerome, 2.25I, and Musette, 2.29!.
Second dam by Toronto Chief, sire of Thomas Jefferson, 2.23, &c. For extended pedigree, send
for Catalogue.

{

GIDEON.
Having purchased the celebrated trotting stallion GIDEON, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, he will
be kept during the season of 1882 at Cream Brook Farm, Stetson, Me., and allowed to serve a few
mares, besides my own, AT TWENTY DOLLARS TO INSURE A FOAL.
Although Gideon is quite well known in Maine, and especially in this vicinity, I am satisfied that
his services, as a stock horse, have not been fully appreciated, and that he has not received that
patronage that he has been enlitled to, and that many of us, as breeders, shall wish, in years to
come, he could have had. Notwithstanding his limited services in the stud, he has shown himself
worthy of being classed in the front ranks as a sire of trotters. Gideon is the sire of Bay, 2.274,
of the dam of Independence, 2.21J, and grandsire of Stella Blake, 2.25J.
Sire of Dexter, 2.17J, and Nettie, 2.18.
-

{

Dam, Dandy, dam of Silver Duke, 2.28!, by Young Engineer.
Second dam by Commander; Third dam the Hunter Mare, by Imp. Messenger.

ROYAL TANNER.
Black stallion, star and snip, hind feet and inside quarter of off fore foot white ; weighs 1050
pounds; foaled May 17, 1871.
Sire, Gen. Knox, sire of thirteen in the 2.30 list.
Dam, by the Weston Horse; 2d dam by the Allen Horse, by Hunton Horse, by Bush Messen
ger, by Winthrop Messenger.
ROYAL TANNER is a horse of fine style and finish, with superior knee action, has the very
best feet and limbs, is perfectly sound, healthy, hardy and vigorous, kind and gentle. He is a
horse of great courage and endurance, and no road is too long for him. He has been very .suc
cessful on the show ring, having won many premiums at State, County and New England Fairs,
has never been handled any for speed purposes, but can handily show 2.40. His colts are invari
ably of good size and color, fine style and finish, good disposition, and many of them bid fair to be
very fast. I have sold many of them at good prices.
If not sold, Royal Tanner will make the season of 1882 at Cream Brook Farm, Stetson, and at
my stable in Hartland.

Terms, 810 To Warrant.
C. J. SHAW,
HARTLAND, ME.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DANIEL BOONE.
Record 2.31, Trial 2.26 to Wagon.
Sired by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, sire of Dexter,
2.17|; Nettie, 2.18; Orange Girl, 2.20; Gazelle, 2.21;
Jay Gould, 2.21£, and 30 other trotters with records
of 2.30 or better. Dam, the famous mare Old Kate, by
Bellair, who produced nine that were able to trot in
the twenties. Boone is full brother to Young Bruno,
record 2.223; Breeze, 2.24; Bruno, 2.291, at four years,
trial2.25| double; Brunette, trial 2.25| double with
Bruno; Bona Fide, trial 2.25 on ice; Carl S. Burr, trial
2.24 on Mr. Bonner’s track; Brutus, trial 2.24, and his
dam produced Jack Arcliol, trial 2.28, record 2.32. The
Spirit of the Times says editorially, “Taking the 2.30
list for our measure, Old Kate is tin* greatest of all
famous brood mares.” The attention of breeders is
called to the speed producing qualities of the dam of
Boone. With such breeding he must be successful as
a sire of fast trotters. The horses with the fastest
records, now on the turf, from yearlings to aged
horses, were sired by sons of Old Hambletonian, witli
the exception of Trinket and Phil Thompson, the
former (her dam being by the Old Horse) and the
latter by a grandson of him.
Boone is of dark brown color, weighs 1930 pounds,
powerfully made, and is the sire of C. 11. Nelson’s
Susie Owen, who, at the State Fair last year, won the
purse for four-year-olds with ease. Good judges
claim that she could have trotted close to 2.30. He is
also the sire of Gen. Boone, owned by Shores & Pray,
Waterville; of Vida Boone, owned by D. M. Foster, of
Canton Point, that are very promising; of the Dore
Colt, who could show a 2.50 clip as a three-year-old.
Boon’s colts are but live years old this season. He
will make the season of 1882 at my stable.

Terms, $25 To Warrant.
Accidents and escapes at owner’s risk. Colts liolden
for service of horse. Send for circular.

H. A. ARCHER,
Fairfield Centre, Me.

Are you suffering from FEVER AND AGUE
AND MALARIA.?

“LEWIS’ RED JACKET BITTERS”
is the only known PURELY VEGETABLE prepara
tion, now before the public, that will effect a quick
and sure cure. It neverfailsJ
Contains No Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

FREE FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Rheumatism, Sick
Headache,Constipation,Sour Eructations of the
Stomach and Nervousness, invariably yield to the
vegetable remedies in “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters.”

FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
in Young or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this invaluable “family” medicine.

Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice.

The undersigned has

FOR SALE!
—A FEW—

YEARLINGS AND WEANLINGS,
—)THE PRODUCE OF(—

CONSTELLATION !
FROM GOOD MARES.

“Lewis' Red Jacket Bitters”
Stimulates the inactive “Liver” to healthfully exert
itself, relieves the Bowels, not violently, but effectual
ly, and strengthens the Stomach.
I?cn<! what Eminent New Haven Physicians and
Chemists say, Graduates of the Great University

YALE COLLEGE.

New Haven, Conn. June 5th. 1882.
Mess’rs LEWIS k CO.,
Gentlemen.
From a careful consideration of the formula of
the “Red Jacket Bitters”prepared by you. I am unable
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious nature
among the ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly Yours.
William D. Anderson, M. D.
New Haven, Conn. June 8th. 1882.
Mess’rs LEWIS & CO.,
Having examined the formula, and subjected
to a careful analysis the preparation known as
“Red Jacket Bitters,” I hereby certify to the fact that
it contains no Mineral or poisonous substance, and is
(imposed of excellent material.
V, M. DOW, M. D.

LEWIS & CO., Proprietors New Haven Conn.

W. S. TILTON,
TOGUS, ME.
GENERAL

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENTS,
Boston: Horace Dodd—S. M, Pettengil! & Co.
New Haven, Conn.: H. P. Hubbard.
New York: Geo. P. Rowell & Co. — Dauchy & Co,
New York: S. M. Pettengill & Co,—J. H. Bates,
Philadelphia: N. W. Ayer &. Son,
Cincinnati: S.H.Parvin SiSont,
Chicago: Chas. K. Miller & Co.— Lord &. Thomas.
St. Louis, Mo.: Nelson Chesman & Co.
QIID DADFI} *s on fi,e in these Agencies. AdUUlt irll da vertisers dealing with them se
cure as favorable terms as by tUr®°t' application to us.

Sold by Druggists.

Pamphlet free, send for one.

“RIVERSIDE FARM.”
Jerseys, Cotswolds and Berkshires,
Imported, Bred and For Sale.

A fine lot of Brood Mares and Almont Fillies.
:> Fine Vonng- Herd ltegister Hull.

Kill MI.E.

Bronze Turkeys, Pekin Ducks and Light
Brahmas. First premium on all. Eggs in
season. Send stamp for Stock and Poultry
Catalogue. Address:
C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland, Me.

